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THE NEWS WISHES ITS READERS A HAPPY NEW YEAR
FARM, GRAIN and HAlL
INSURANCE
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Just About Folks

Everybody Come to the
Lyceum Sunday Night

(By Journalist)

NEW MEXICO. DECEMBER 31.

$l7oO

1915

Election Proclamation

DEATH OF A

PER YEAR

To The Voters and

People of Clovis
Whereas, a petition signed by
A TENDERFOOT FARMER
A mass meeting of citizen.1
electors equal and exceeding in
I desire to make a few stateand Union Services of Churches
Rev. C. J. Quante, as we un
number twenty-fivpercentum
ments over my own signature
will be held at the Lyceum derilaud, is a city bred man who
of the votes cast for the
regarding the coming electioa
Our hearts are saddened with
Theatre Sunday night, January could not resist the lure of the Since the time of the third
the highest number of on the question of Prohibition,
2nd. There will also be a Band "back to the farm" call, hence century Christmas has been cele regret that the meek and gentle vote3 at the last preceeding mu- First I wish to say that I am a
concert. The meeting will be came to within two nd a half brated as a day of joy in honor spirit of the Nazarine is forgot nicipal olection having been filed Democrat and believe in a fair
devoted to the cause of Prohi- miles of Clovis some few years of the birth of Christ, our only ten in a wild and bloody carnage by said electors with the City square deal for everyone and in
stating facts and nothing but
of death and destruction.
bition. Come out and hear for back and acquired 320 acres of
Clerk of the City of Clovis, New facts regarding any issue which
perfect man.
Nineteen hundred and fifteen, Mexico, on the 20th day of Dec- is to come before
yourself just WHY from an mighty good land.
the public for
It has ever been our policy to a year of death, will soon reach ember, 1915 and
ECONOMIC stand point prohiHe laid aside the Prince Albert
a vote.
In the Clovis Journal dte of
bition is better for Clovis, better coat, the high standing collar aud speuk of Christmas in tones of its own fitting end in death,
Whereas, said petition was duThere comes a time in the life ly presented to the Mayor and December 23rd, 1915 this state
markets, white neck tie, and donned the gentleness, and love, and comfor the merchant,
newspaper men and every citi- garments more befitting the high passion, and humanity; in words of every person when neither City Council of said City in reg ment appears. "Revenue this
from Saloons $5700 00 retongue nor pen can express the ular session on the 20th day of year
zen and property owner in C!o calling of a gentleman farmer.
sulting in prosecutions, which
of praise and thankfulness for
language
of
the heart.
vis. Hear, why it will enhance
Succeeded? He has glorious
December, 1915, and thereupon cost $8,000 00. do they pay?"
blessings of the year that
It is so with us as we write of it was found that said petition This statement is ahsurdelv io
the value of peoperty instead of ly succeeded. Why, man. this ihe
this Christmas day. The loss of was sufficient and contained the correct. The City of Clovis did
decreasing as is the howl of the city
last would soon pass into history.
Now we approach the glorious our dear father has brought us number of signers of electors in not receive in revenuo fir the
saloon man and up keeper of year cultivated, with his own
year
but $2750 00 for
everylhmg that is for the down hands, 180 acres. He thinks the Christmas day with feelings of greater grief than we ever be- said city as reauird by law, and liquormentioned
license. This can be verisorrow,
experienced
sadness,
and
and
regret, fore
fall of our city, county at:d 100 acres on his "home place"
upon motion duly made, said fied by statement from the City
Our face should be turned to- council unanimously voted to call Clerk's office And the fact is
state. Hoar why and just how wili avemge 40 bushels of grain, for we are so. n t witness the
ward the Christ, yet in our a Special Election to be held in the City of Clovis did not pay
WHISKEY pioduees, insanity, to the acre, lie hns from 35.000 death of a year of death.
out oik; cent for prosecutions
Today, wIvhi we should rvel vision we m e th ; crimson stain the City of Clovis on
crime, and degenerates all over t 40,000 bundles of grain, not
the 31st and tho $2750.00 was a net inconEurope,
me
ourcouhtry. It will be told from to mention the headed stuff in
the famine day of January 1916, to deter- come to the (Jity Treasure foe
joy or living, we are
ed fields of
actual figures that for every and other forage. He has hi sumed with compnsinn for our ridden land of Mexico, thi dy- mine whether or not the barter, liquor license privileges. I bei" ing race of the Christian
dollar jnit in the county treasury clnekei s,
hogs, horses brothers who are
saie and exchange of intoxicat lieve that the total amount of
Court cist for all of Curry
th
blind
of
every
hand
soaked
on
the
trench's
grim
Mr,
ins,
there is two tc!Lrs none out ex ana-- on
well,
Ouat.te is
ing liquors shall be prehibited in C
uintv was just about $8)0!) 00.
spectre of h
H oi
pended topui.ish thoe who com- nuily living anil really enjoying Europe
said City.
In the Clovis Journal in sunt
weighed
We
down
are
with violent, sudden and agonizing
mitted crime bing under the in lne tii.ee he g.n on one of Curry
Now Therefore, I, Cash Ita
a i a ale I abovu it savs:
eorrow for the unfortunate wofluence of liiuur.
county's choice fa ms.
niey, Mayor of tho City of Clovis "Toe Journal though favoring a
de.,tn.
men and children who must bear
Don't forget the Place and
New Maxico. do hereby issue S'ate wide issue rather than the
A WISE PitEAOHER
D. ath of a year of death!
disrupted local issu jefc," which
the burdens of the greatest and
Date. Ju.uaiy. 2nd l'Jlti.
this proclamation calling for
Some ioiks
M ly
1915!
we
is in my opinion admission of
F irewell.
that a preacher most destructive human blight
special Election to be held in the fact that it would disrupt
s
To the Public
has
financial sense than the world has ever known.
never see your like again!
the City of Clovis on the 31st business in Clovis.
This is to notify you that my anybody ouuirie of the insane
The Journal is a most excelday
of January 191G, to deter
wife, Mrs. II. N. Badders, has ay luni. Pcra jually I do no be
lent paper and is owned by my
mine
Methods
or
Stock
whether
Live
New
not
barter,
Church
First
Methodist
the
left my bal and board and from lieve a word oi it. I have noticsale or exchang of intoxicating friends Drs. Dillon, who are
.this date on 1 will not be re- ed that a preacher can make a
January 2nd.
A M HOVE.
liquors shall be prohibited in practicing physicians in the City
sponsible for any debts bhe may dollar go fanner and get a'ong
Subject for the eveni' g serRaising and handling cattle on said City, the same to be held as of Clovis and onjoy a reputa
contract.
It on less than any man, .save per- vice,
"Making of Good Resolu
range and in pisturein New a general ciiy election, except tion of being fi ie Doctors and
Hai rv N. Badders.
haps, the fellow who dues with- tions." Subject at the evening the
Mexico is being done differently as uth Jwise provided, and the Suigeons
and they write
out everything that he needs service. "The Flight Of Time."
Oh! What a Change!
formerly and the change voting places in the respective PRESCRIPTIONS.
than
until he just has to have it then
A cordial invitation to all.
One hundred years ago today.
The statements referred to
will be "till greater in the next wards in said City shall be as
wont get ii! ih preacher to
J. H. Messer.
When wilderness was here.
above which appaared in the
year
two. Cattle raising is fojlows:
or
with powder in his gun, the man whom reference is hero made, is
being placed is being placed on
Ward Number One;
Barry Clovis Journal of December
Rtv. Kogets, a Methodist circuit
Went out and got a deer.
23rd, 1915 are sure to mislead
Sif ford H umpliry
Among
th
a business basis.
Hardware Company. ,
rioer, residing near Grady. He
Hut now tin.' thing has charged
us
changes
now
ccroirg
into
oc-A very pretty wedding
Ward Number Two; C. V. some voter and so the Public
is a hard, conscientious worker.
And on another plan,
may know the exact conditions
segregation
mav
noted
be
the
of
Uundrtaking Parlors.
Steed
curred
at the home
Robt
Preaches several times each SunWith powder on her cheeks.
of our city I will give you the
and cows and heiof
the
steer
Humphry,
Ward
3
town,
miles
of
east
Number
Curren
Three:
ap
The "dear" goes out and gets day, with a lew
facts as near as possible. The
Friday evening. December 24th. fers. In the words of a leading Agency,
pointments
pitched
for
good
in
the man.
in
Mexico
New
"I
Ward Number Four: Carter City of Clovis raised last year
measure. For this he receives when Miss Magdeline Humphry stockman
by direct tax levey $8500.00.
expedience
by
have
learned
that
B.
Robinson Abstract Co. office.
Sifford, of Cuervo
Episcopal Church
but little, so far as dollars and and E.
income from liquor license
The
my
pays
to
it
cattle
by
Mgngate
Rev.
marriage
were
united
in
my
Witness
hand at Clovis,
(Rev. I). A. Sanford, Pastor)
cents go. Mr. Rogers is a large
keeping
all th" steers in a pas- New Mexic. this 28th day of was $2750.00 which was part of
Moore.
Jeremiah
man, and the thickens lade
Sunday 'School at 9:15 a. m.
Other occupation
this item.
Miss Humphry is one of ture by themselves and the cows December. 191C.
Morning service with sermon away before him like the mist Clovis'
$2400.00,
making a total
licenses
pasture
charming young and heifers in another
CASH RAMEY,
seal
at 11a. in. Subject: "Life in before the morning sun, He ladies, most
$13050.00,
which
of
amount of
m
way
handling
grown
them
in this
to
here she has
Mayor.
attest:
the New Year." No night ser must get a support, his family womanhood,
money paid all expenses of
I find less disturbance and bet
graduated
having
B.
M.
BRIZENDINE,
vice. A cordial invitation to all must be supported and this wise from
running the City. However we
City Clerk.
the Clovis High School last ter results generally.
preacher knows that there is no
to attend.
not taking into account ;the
are
"I have also discovered," he
way to financial ease, in this year. She has a host of warm
earnings
'
and expenditures of
we
continues,
dehorn
that must
Simpson's Grocery
country, than the live stock friends who wish her well in
Light
City
Died
and Water Plant.
the
reall
our
we
expect
cattle
if
happiness.
new
found
!
t
ti
way. He also knows that there her
inanges
nands
The $2750 00 raised by the City
price
highest
ceive
the
Mrs.
them.
of
for
Minnie
Bench,
wife
Mr.
Sifford
well
is
in
known
H. D. Reeves, who recently is nothing that will interfere less
Clovis, being formerly employed We use registered bulls and se A. C. Bench, passed away at by the liquor license is approxisold his interest in the Star with his ministerial duties, conmately
of the total
sequently he recently purchased as clerk in Supt. Evan's office, lect the very best cows, letting Clovis, N. M. December 27th,
Markt, has purchased
money
of
amount
raised by di
tuberco-losioff
colored
poorer
long
the
a
and
kinds
is
illness of
after
a young man of sterling
and
Simpson Grocery in West Clovis, a quarter of a hundred head of
YOU VOTE
taxation.
rect
IF
go.
When
our
calves
shipped
are
about
The
qualities,
remains
were
whose
brilliant
future
W. H. Simpson retiring.
Mr. those choice Hereford heifers
THE SALOONS OUT YOU MAT
old
all
we
ten
months
place
dehorn
of
their
to
in
resting
last
predicted
by
know
who
those
is
from Messrs Dunn and Harrison.
Keevos is an energetic
Mo.
Mrs. Bench, EXPECT YOUR CITY. TAXES
him. Mr. and Mrs. Sifford left of them. At that ape the horn Rogersville,
business man and needs no rec- Where uid this preacher get the
HIGHER.
for their new home in Cuervo, just starting and its removal at the time of her death was 37 TO BE
ommendation. The News wishes money? Never mind that. Rev
Moral
City
As
a
and
a good
years
any
age.
not
does
and
of
cause
Mr.
She
where
leaves
harm
Sifford
to
is employed
him success in his new venture. Rogers came by those cuttle
town to live in I do not believe
does
disfigure
mourn
shape
not
of
loss,
the
her
husband,
a
a
good
the
Fe.
Santa
with
The
honorably, otherwise he would
wishes of the entire community the head as is the case when an daughter, Miss Elsie, and a that there is another town of
Judge McFie on the
not have them.
Five Thousand population in the
go with the estimable young annual
mi auvaiivcu mv. young son. The News extends
Liquor Questiou
MERE TO STAY
United
States that can equal"
changes
sympathy
These
couple.
to the bereaved.
from the old
Judge McFie cited an instance
reputation as a good,
Clovis'
handling
ways
of
our
cattle
Eight
years
V.
ago
Hynum,
J.
The five year old daughter of
in his legal career which served
city.
Clovis has
moral
clean,
bring
thfir
or
reward.''
one
Z.
our
Harvey
N.
best citizens and
died at the home
as ;i lesson that was as strong as
I desire to thank the people of
least
One
had
at
Thousand
anything one could have cared most substantial stock fanners. Clovis, the Elks' Lodge and the The winter care of live stock of Mr. Green, December 2Sth, people come to make their
future
to hear as an argument in favor settled on a mighty good farm churches and everyone for their on the range and in the pastures of tonsilitis. The little one was
year
in
or
last
home
so
the
and
is
change
another
come
that has
aid to rest in Clovis cemetery,
of the totil abolition of the liquor about four miles from this city, Christmas offerings, which were
liquor
establishments
if
the
recently.
of
just
spread
The
every
year
he has made greatly appreciated.
Rev. Messer officiating.
The
traffic. He told of the funeral and
agriculture out over what was News extends their sympathy to make Clovis such a bad place as
of a brilliant lawyer which he Kood. He has some real good
J. W. Davenport.
some would make out, why thea
for a long time considered ex the bereaved parents.
Durham cattle, some choice
attended who had died of
Dear friend did these people
grazing
areas has helped
ium tremens. He told of some Duroc Jersey hogs, some extra spects. Some appear to be born elusive
to Clovis? Our Prohibitioa
come
bring
change
to
good
to
the
Rhode Island red chickens,
winter
half a dozen lawyers who atworkers, while others can't even feeding.
friends, who would ask you ta
Hotel Arrivals.
Last
good
season
proved
a
few
horses,
galore,
feed
tended as pall bearers and of
be made to work. B. F. Snell
Clovis a Dry town no
Monday, make
arrivals,
Antlers
their having to stop at a thirst and he and his good lady, while belongs to the former class. He conclusively that the stockmen
an object in view and
have
doubt
parlor and get a drink on the both have crossed over the is a born worker and, as is true who fed their cattle and sheep Tuesday and Wednesday.
say
in nine cases out of
I
dare
through
the winter on cake or
Dr. A. Edwards, Roswell; H.
way home from the funeral, and meridian of life's fitful journey, of all such in this section, he is
money consideration.
is
a
ten
it
feed,
farm
lost
no
enjoying
and
are
stock
the best of health, delivering
B. Chirn, San Rafael. Cal. ; J. J.
the end of each of them being
the goods. He has a
and already the Managers of the
similar to that of their fellow- - and their appetites are distress choice farm and ranch, a good that when spring came their Harraer, Cansas City; R. B.
Prohibition campaign are put
attorney, whom they had laid to ingly good! I was not at all bunch of cattle, horses, Duroc cows and ewes brought a larger
Z,
Savage,
Z.
ting out absurdely incorrect
Amarilio;
rest. The story emphasized the surprised to hear this good man Jersy hogs and Plymouth Rock and better increase.
statements.
L.
G,
Canyon;
Amarilio;
Allen,
say,
"We
are here to stay."
fact that with the lesson before
chickens. Mr. Snell is content
Don't be deceived on the issue
Standifer,
Amarillo;
Pete
Jim
H. Bell, the tailor, will leave
A BORN WORKER
them they profited not, but
ed, happy and prosperous. You
question and I am appealing
in
might have died sober and sucIt is said that poets are born, can be too, if you will come to for Chicago about the first of Crumm and wife, Comanche, to your better judgment.
cessful men if the traffic had not not made. That seems to be Curry county and work, mixing the year te purchase mere mis Texas; P. P. Annson, Roswell;
Cash Ramey.
fit clothing for which he has a J. H. Cosh, Winslow, Ariz.
existed.
true of some men in other rt- - brains with muscle.
Advertisement.
big demand.

YEAR OF DEATH
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Revelations of An
Ambassador-at-Large

Transcribed by H. M. Egbert from the private papers of
an Englishman who for a time Wf.i an unofficial diplomat
in tlie most secret service of the British Government.
(Copyright.

1915,

by W. O. Chapman.)

happened to be In Toltyo at the
time of what In called. In Inner diplomatic circles, (lie Household Hot
Una nuiirly It succeeded In embroiling
the limti-- States and Japan only live
The first ot
men know in detail.
Sir Arthur Hturt, the Urlllsh
these
aiiibBHuolor to the mikado's court.
The nci'ond Is the Chinese minister.
The third Ih myself. The fourth is
Count Okuma, the astute
KlLtcsmun, who baa beeu a movliiR
power In JapaueHO affairs since the
reform era began or was, until the
evoiils that I tihall describe occurred,
The fifth la Doctor Fong, and where
be in nobody known.
I was not in Jnpnn In any offlclnl
cajincity. I was there renewing my ac
quaintance with old scenes and pereons, when Kir Arthur, from whom I
had arted the night before, on the occanton of l.ady Shirts reception, anu
since
ii I thought, probably forever
I wuh planning to sail for Shanghai
t
for mo by a special embassy niesI

I

-

scnqt-r-

knew that somo matter of the
gravest import must have happened to
cause, lil in to summon me at eight
Tho cause
"clock in tho morning.
van nnrtlv revealed, however, whun,
1

on bringing me my breakfast, my Chi
nose bov Inlortned mn that his mnj
esty, Mutsuhlto, emperor of Japan,
vuh dying.
I had known of thn precarious con
illt Ion of his health, and that the fatal
climax of hln wasting disease might
occur at almost any time; still, the
shock seemed to have been very Bud
ifen. tor when i i.iVl good by to Sir
his
Arthur, the evening
majesty was reported to bo In excel
lent health.
I bad a 'ricksha railed and hastily
made my way Into the embassy com
pound, where tho ambassadors secre
tary whh awaiting mo with a very
grave expression upon his face.
"You have heard the news?" he
asked. "Ills majesty "
"Is dead!" I exclaimed.
"Ho has been dead two days." he
enswored.
This news wsb confirmed by Sir Ar
thur, who looked even grnver as he
motioned mn to a chair.
," he
1 have been told, Mr. X
began, "that you have a more Intimate
acauaintance with the court life of
Jaran than any man since Pertram

llltford."
"your excellency Is very kind,"
began, but Sir Arthur cut me Bhort.
Is no tlino for compliments
he Interrupted brusquely. , "I have
Just been Informed that the emperor's
death has been kept secret these two
days for the gravest reasons. You
are, t believe, personally acquainted
with Count Okuma?"
"As everybody Is," I answered. For
Count Okuma, stumping around on his
wooden log the other was destroyed
years ago by a fanatic's bomb:
Okuma, the friend of foreigners, the
man whoso affectation of tho simple
life led him to carry home his own
laundry; Ckuma, the patron of western learning, the wiliest and most
advisers
astute of the complex-mindeof the late emperor, was the most accessible and friendly ot men.
"I am Informed, beyond the possibility of doubt," said the ambassador,
"that Okuma has now In his pocket an
Ultimatum to be presented to the
American minister this afternoon, at
(he palace."
1 saw at once the meaning of the
Conspiracy of silence. Mutsuhlto, of
course, would never have sanctioned
war witn tho United Slates; and
Yoshlhlto. his heir, and now in theory,
though not In fact, emperor of Japan,
waa even more firmly pro American.
Tho Interregnum, thus artificially
was to ta utilized by Count
Okuma and the cabal which he had
formed for the purpose of an attack
Upon the Philippines.
"The name of bis late majesty was
forged to this document, which Is written on the regulation thick red state
note paper," continued Sir Arthur.
"Japan demands that the United States
evacuate the Philippines within a
week. And you see bow this affects

'This

d

ere-fct.-

Great Britain.'
I certainly did.

Japan, Kngluud

As a treaty ally of
would be compelled

to fctand asldo, it she did not participate in the attack, impotent to aid
America ller action would doubtless
wild
be construed as an alliance
Japan, or at least a partlelpuncy lu
her treachery, and the people of the
United Slates, stung to the quick,
would certainly declare war upon Ktig
land, with results Incalculably evil to
humanity.
Ana, with all respect to the valor ot
American arms, to e.oid toe fhllip-pine- s
against Japan would oe. as all
strategists are aware, a military Impossibility.
Manila must tall long
arrived; and,
without a base, without adequate
transportation lacilltles, now could the
United btates Bops to throw an army
of naif a million men into tne
to cope successfully witn tns
veterans ot Japan r
May, assuming a diss on a nearby
Island, Dow could that country trans-arenl-peiag-

war-traine- d

obsequiously
was constantly prostrating Itself as the Chinaman, retiring
one or other of tbe royal ladies and backward.
And it was evident that Count
Imperial princes passed Into the
Okuma had not the slightest suspicion
mikado's anteroom.
nance"
It was a few minutes after five of what had happened. Sir Arthur
"Chloroform?
The invention of
when a distant murmur, like the dron- had stepped hustily back to his side,
barbarian?" murmured Doctor Fong ing of bees, made itself audible. U and the American minister was in th
contemptuously. "We discarded chlo- rose ruid swelled into a mourning din. room.
roform In 13. C. 1774. There is no need The umporor was officially dend.
"I have the great sorrow of anto use chloroform, nor the opportunity,
The sound of lamentations tilled the nouncing to you, sir, the demise of his
Iiesldes, it always requires methodical paluce. From our window we could Imperial majesty, ten minutes ago,"
application, and cannot be used upon see tbat a vast throng had assembled said Count Okuma to the minister.
a man against his will. No." He In the grounds, and, rippling from one
With a few murmured words of soiw
picked up a piece of note paper that to another, tbe sound was taken up row, the minister quickly produced a
lay upon the table. "This represents until it seemed as though the entire written memorandum of condolence,
the document, your excellency, and people walled In unison.
which the count placed among th
you are now delivering It to me. Hold
"Count Okuma Is ready to strike. others on his desk.
it firmly in your right hand, so. Now Heaven grant that Fong does not fall
"Your excellency," he continued,
have the goodness to look carefully at us," said Sir Arthur, turning to me. "there Is a communication ot some Imthis vial. Observe the twinkling Then, doubtfully:
"Can you nssure portance which I hare to make to
lights"
me on your honor that I was rendered you on behalf of the Imperial Japanese
1 thought at first that Doctor Fong
unconscious?"
I do so, for reasons
government.
was trying to hypnotize the ambassa
Before I could assure him, a tap which this communication makes apdor, for he held the vial closely under sounded on tho door, and a page ap- parent In the presence of his excelhis face. Then I saw that Sir Arthur peared.
He announced that Count lency, the Ilrltlsh ambassador."
was standing as rigid as a statue, his Okuma requested the honor of Sir
And he handed the minister the red
eyes fixed firmly upon the vial; but Arthur's presence In bis apartment.'
envelope.
was
not
there
the smallest expression
We went down the corridor in the
The American mlnlstor took the enupon his face, and he was as rigid as page's wake, until we came to the lit
He
and, bowing, withdrew.
velope
a cataleptic.
I knew that catalepsy
tle room thnt Okuma occupied. It
decannot be induced immediately by was filled with tbe ambassadors and hesitated at the door, and seemed
sirous of addressing Sir Arthur, but
hypnotism.
I could not detect the ministers of the various powers.
me latter hurried past him to his
slightest odor from the vial.
Spartan
a
with
was
furnished
It
apartment and we left together a few
Doctor Fong opened the ambassa- simplicity, which Okuma, who was
guns
dor's fingers and took the paper. Turn good deal of a demagogue, affected minutes later, as the thunder of
ing toward tbe table, he took up a pen hoping thereby to set an example of announced the accession of Yoshland wrote something upon It Then frugality to the rising generation, and hlto, the new emperor ot Japan.
How nearly a great war between
he replaced It between Sir Arthur's Ignorant, like all demagogues, that th
fingers, recorked the vial, and placed people saw through his pose. There Japan and America, and another benatween the two
It in his pocket. Half a minute later was a low Japanese couch, conceale
I saw Sir Arthur's muscles loBe their In part by a low screen, a bronze tions, was frustrated, becomes clear
rigidity and the natural expression Ruddha upon a pedeBtal, a charcoal from the following letter, which I refrom Sir Arthur In Shnnghal:
come back to his face.
box, a hlbachl, a writing table, a desk ceived
"The American minister called on
"Hut you have taken It away," be heaped high with papers, and a num
me at ten o'clock the morning of the
said.
ber of chairs.
day you left.
"The vial?" Inquired the doctor
I perceived that the American mln
" 'I never heard that the Japanese
blandly.
Ister alone was absent.
people, Sir Ar'You asked me to look at It," said
Count Okuma was seated at his were an
Sir Arthur.
desk, facing us, his wooden leg thrust thur,' he said, laughingly, 'but this is
"No, no, your excellency. I should out before him, and an expression of too good to hold. Permit me to show
on
gullclessnesa
bis you what Count Okuma handed to me
remarkable
telephoned to ask If a
last night.
smooth-shaveface.
"Gentlemen," said the count, rising, mistake had been made, but the count
I have the deep sorrow of announc had been tnken III and was In bed, his
ing to you tho demise of his imperial secretary told me.'
"And he pulled the red envelope out
majesty five minutes ago."
of his pocket and handed me Count
Immediately each of the representa
tives, Sir Arthur Included, produced a Okuma's laundry list! Three pairs ot
written memorandum of condolence, silk pajamas, a dozen linen handkerwhich he handed to the count with a chiefs, and numerous other items
bow and a few conventional words. It prove that the count's Spartan simwas an Interesting comedy, not the plicity is more apparent than real. No
least amusing part being Okuma's ex wonder that Okuma was taken ill afpression of surprise and pleasure at ter the discovery.
theso tokens ot International sympa
"I owe you a thousand thanks for
thy with Japan.
your assistance.
Doctor Fong's reAs we were about to leave, among venge had all the Chlneso subtlety,
the others. Count Okuma called to Sir did it not? Hut I often wonder wheth
Arthur and asked him to remain be er the laundrymnn rereived a comhind.
munication Instructing him to aban"One moroant. Sir Arthur," he said don his premises under threat of naval
my
with a charming smile. "It is to be
intervention."
pleasure to address a communication
to your colleague from Washington FOR
PROLONGATION OF YOUTH
who will be here in a moment, and, as
our ally, It would bo felicitous for
At 35 Unmarried Woman Still Has
you to be present."
Hope At 60 or 60 Man Cannot
keenly
Arthur's
into
Sir
He looked
Be Called Aged.
face as he spoke, and I saw that tne
Prltlsh ambassador's expression was
If there be any one thing that dis
almost as guileless as the count's.
Presently we heard tinguishes our ugo from the ages
We waited.
footsteps at the farther end of tne which liuvo preceded It, it is tho pro
passage. The American minister was longation of youth, remarks the
Formerly a girl
on his way to the count's room.
who did not murry bufore hor twenty-sixtOkuma, turning from us, began to
summer was looked upon as
rummage among the heap of papers
passe. At thirty-liveif bIio reinainod
upon tbe desk before him, which ap
peared to consist largely of bills and unwedded, she was described as a confirmed old maid. Now she may be
household receipts, until he came upon young
twenty-sixand no sane per
a red envelope, of legal size, unfas son at
bur unmarrigeable at
tened, and evidently containing tbe thirty-live-considers
.
ultimatum.
A man Is no longer old at fifty, ot
He took It In his band and stood,
"Her Imperial Highness," He Began, propping himself upon his wooden leg, even at sixty. As Ur. C. W. Saleeby,
Beneath His Nose.
his whole expression that of a charm- a London physician who knows some
thing about psychology, admirably
ing man of
world.
If the momen
have said, look at the paper," replied tous minute theaffected him,
there was puts it: "If your urterius are soft, if
Doctor Fong.
no sign of It In his aspect. And tbe you still believe In life and love and
Sir Arthur turned the paper up. footsteps were drawing nearer.
friendship and the future, It doos not
Upon the other side was written:
Suddenly the face of Doctor Fong matter a straw how old your body may
"This is to certify that I have com- appeared at the door. He bowed low bo; you are still young, for your soul
plete confidence in Doctor Fong."
before tbe count; for the first time, 1 is young, and youth Is a state of the
soul.'' Ho adds that the revolution
"You are not conscious of the lapse saw the count's expression change.
which Is taking place In our Ideas ol
of any Interval of time since I begun
Did he suspect Fong at that moment
this experiment, your excellency?' and remember the man's grievance youth and age means the union of two
precious things, enthusiasm and exKong Inquired.
against him? It was one of those
"You have been asleep for a couple dramatlo moments when nothing is perience, which to our ancestors ap
of minutes," 1 explained, as Sir Ar said, nothing done, and yet one seems peared incompatible.
One result of the change must be
thur looked from the paper to us In to feel the thoughts of others.
bewilderment.
And it look a couple
Fong walked straight to the count that we shall have fowor youthful
of minutes more beforo we could get "Her Imperial highness " he began. prodigies.
William Pitt was prims
minister of Engluml at twenty-tour- ,
Then Fong ex- and held the vial beneath his nose.
him to understand.
but In tho futuro politicians In the
plained.
The expression that had been on
"Extract of venatlca," he explained, Count Okuma's face was still there, early twenties will bo only "boy orataking out the vial and tapping it but it seemed to have been frozen tors." The statesmen of fnrtv will
with his lean forefinger. "The
there; and he remained In exactly the bo only in the stage of apprentice
are acquainted same position as he had occupied, ship for the work of government
with its peculiar properties. In China slightly leaning upon his wooden leg, Youth will have to wait longer be
cause It will last longer. Withal, age
we use something better. However, tbe envelope between bis fingers.
this enables them to get beads. Tbe
"Good Lord!
Was I like that?" I will be gonial, nut harsh, and the
drug not only produces immediate un- heard Sir Arthur whisper, as Fong young may learn from those who,
inhaled you gently opened the count's fingers and though growing old, still retain the
consciousness,
when
spirit ot youth, how to enjoy the pas
were Inhaling It when you thought took the envelope.
years wisely.
you were looking at it but there is
I heard the slight click as the thumb ing
no remembrance, after awakening, of and fingers came together again.
anything that has happened since the
Hastily Fong slipped the lnclosure
Precious Stones.
first inhalation."
out of the envelope. From the desk
It Is not dotliiltoly known how the
All the Innate Pharisaism of the he grabbed up a bill or letter, which mmos of
certain mouths became asso
Englishman came to the surface as he placed Inside. I did not see what ciated with the names
of certain
Sir Arthur answered;
he did with the document, but when Stones. It Is thollnllt. hovniar. that
"I can't countenance that method, he turned back, bis hands were empty there is a relation, real or supposed,
doctor," he said, a little pompously,
"Could your excellency find some between the character of the month
and, I thought, a little humiliated. pretext to hold the American minister and the stone which has come to rep"Hut If you think you can get the doc- at the door for a minute?" Fong asked. resent it. April, for instance, marks
ument
Sir Arthur stepped hastily into the the beginning of spring weather, wnen
"I understand, your excellency," re- doorway, where the minister was Just the sun shines brilliantly In contrast
plied Doctor Fong blandly. "The doc- arriving.
I saw Fong slip the vial with tbe winter sun. and the diamond
ument is the first consideration, after back into the pocket and replace the appropriately represents this month.
which we can proceed to analyse the red envelope between tbe frozen n May green foliage appears, and tne
Hy tne count's fingers. And then, ss the doc- emerald Is therefore a nttln
means we have employed.
aem.
way, his majesty's end Is expected at tor stepped back, I saw the count's there are many different lists ot
any moment now, and 1 must return to consciousness return as Instantly as s months and the blrthstones assigned
my post of duty. You can trust me, ripple goes across wheat Every mus to them, but the one which follows Is
your excellency," he added, as be cle resumed Its functions at the same commonly accepted, it was adopted
moment
bowed himself through the door.
by the American National Ketall Jew
"Is greatly Indisposed as a conse elers' In convention, August 8, 11$:
At five o'clock we were still in Sir
Arthur's quarters.
The American quence ot his majesty's translation,' January, garnet; February, amethyst;
minister hsd returned twice, to Inform continued Fong.
March, bloodstone and aquamarine;
I greatly regret to hear It," an April, diamond; Hay,
us that Mutsuhlto was at death's door
emerald: June
Tne French minister hsd looked in to swered the count "1 shall prostrate pearl and moonstone; July, ruby: A
a
myself
to
according
before
lster
her
Sir
in the after gust, sardonyx and peridot; 8epten
Arthur that,
tell
f
palace rumor, the emperor bad died noon. Too are attending her
ner, sapphire, October, opal and tour
early in the afternoon. At tne end
maline; November, topas; December,
"With the atmost oar,' answered turquoise and
of the corridor the crowd of courtiers

tbe palace attendants, shuffling to and
fro along the corridors In their felt
slippers. At tbe far end of tbe long
passage, at the back entrance to the
state apartments, we saw an anxious
throng assembled, and,- as we were
about to enter the ambassador's rooms,
we saw the crowd suddenly prostrate
Itself as a tiny lady, attired in a Eu
ropean court dress, with low neck and
sweeping train upheld by four pages,
passed by.
"Her highness, the royal concubine,
utura, explained the ambassador.
"Let's get inside before we moet her.
Sometimes one requires tact in meeting certain court situations, don't you
know."
Inside the rooms a tall man, with a
anxious face, was seated
beside the fire, rending the Daily Her
we
ald. As
entered, he sprang to his
feet, and I recognized tbe American
minister.
"How do you do, Sir Arthur?" he
cried heartily. "Have you heard the
news? His majesty Is dying. I got
the tip from my Chinese boy. and hurried round to be In attendance."
"Yes, It Is very sad," said Sir Arthur solemnly.
"Ills case is considered hopeless, I
believe," continued the American min
ister. "At least I met Count Okuma
on my way, and he looked very de
spondent. What a charming, enlight
ened man the count Is! He was so
friendly, in spite of his preoccupation,
that 1 was almost tempted to suggest
calling In Doctor Phineas, of our legation, who took his degree at Johns
Hopkins. However would you have
suggested it?"
'It is always a little dubious, mak
ing suggestions,"
said Sir Arthur
thoughtfully.
"Hut Count Okuma is so transpar
ently simplejust like one of us."
said the American minister. "I really
wanted however, I've no doubt these

port more than fifty thousand troops
at a single voyage, and how could
these fitly thousand hold out while
the transports went back for more?
It Is the old story ot the fox, the goose
and the bag Of oats.
On this aoeoiT.t I have always
strongly urged the abandonment of
the Philippines, which will one day
prove a bit tor disillusionment to the
United Stales.
Now 1 realized tho ramifications of
tho conspiracy.
It was for this purpose that the war syndicate, which
was seeking to embroil England and
America on behalf of Germany, had
taken up the latest Japanese loan at
four per cent. Instead of the five which
the Imperial government had had to
pay for Its last issue. The scheme
was aa clear as daylight.
"You understand tho situation, no
do jot," raid Sir Arthur, who nna been
wutchlng my face closely.
"Entirely, your excellency,"
I answered. "It Is necessary for ua to obtain that document before tho count
can present it. '
"Yes, which means before sundown,
when, since Mutsuliito's death can be
concealed no longer, Yoshililto will be
notified of his accession to the throne.
The document will undoubtedly be presented to tho American minister at
the palace, the count occupying the
suite of tho minister in waiting
th etc.''
It may be strango that tho heir to
the throne could have been kept two
days in lgnorence of his father's death
strange to one Ignorant of Japanese
court ceremony; but not to one aware
tnat the emperor, as a divine being,
may not bo touched, or even seen, by
the members of bis own family, ex
cept at his demand.
I could picture the dead monarch
behind the drawn screens in the death
chamber; the doctor, fearfully performing the last medical rites; and
the Imperial family, waiting In ante
chambers for their god's permission
to bid him farewell before his translation to tho celestial spheres.
"My Information."
continued Sir
Arthur, "conies from the Chinese minister, who vouches for its accuracy.
As you know, he is a warm friend ot
America, and he hns methrds of his
own for making such discoveries. The
Chinese spy system Is greatly In advance of the Japanese. Yet I am a
little uneasy for fear of some subtle
trick having been laid for me, and I
am anxious to obtain your advice, on
account of your acquaintance with the
inner affairs of Japanese court life.''
His excellency's referenco to my at
tache days, when it was said, 1 believe, that I was the only European
acquainted with the rnnilflcntlons of
political Intrigue In what was still
called the Hermit kingdom, touched
me. Sir Arthur had a good memory,
when he chose to give it play. Still,
those were tho early days of MelJI, as Fong Walked Straight to the Count.
the new era is called, and things are
Holding the Vial
different now.
brief,"
continued
ambassa
the
In
Japanese doctors are competent to
dor, "the Chinese minister asks me to handle the situation. I won't keep you,
place myself in the hands of Doctor Sir Arthur, but if I bear of any devel
Fong, tho third court physician. Did opments in the situation, I shall let
you ever bear of him?'
you know at once."
"I am infinitely obliged to you, my
Hear of Fong? A shadowy figure
suddenly leaped Into my mind, per- dear colleague," replied Sir Arthur,
fectly outlined. I remembered Doctor shaking him warmly by the band.
"Do you know," be said to 'me,
Fong perfectly.
An accomplished Chinese scholar, when the minister had gone, "that sort
he had been employed yeurs before In of man makes the best possible amDirectness, guilelet-snesthe medical department of the Japa bassador?
nese legation in Peking. What his du are awfully puzzling for the sophistities had been is immaterial; but ho cated Japanese mind. Ho never here
was connected falsely, I believe, with is our friend."
Doctor Fong was Just entering tbe
the mysterious death of the predeces
sor of the late empress dowager, TbI- - doorway, and, though It was years
An, the first wife of the penultimate since I had seen him, I knew him Immediately. The yellow, wrinkled skin
emprror of the extinct dynasty.
Fong
been put on trial for mur looked as much like parchment, the
der, had been acquitted and had luter wiry, thin mustache still drooped
become head of the department of blackly on either side of the sensitropical medicine at the University of tive mouth, and the eyes, behind their
Osaka. The governmi nt subsequently heavy convex lenses, were shrewd,
removed him from his post, and ho kindly, and yet Impenetrable.
Honor Fong murmured my name as
had lived a lonely and embittered life.
blaming the enure of his downfall he shook hands with me.
"I see you have a long memory for
upon Count Okuma. The knowledgo
of this made me believe that Fong faces, doctor," said Sir Arthur.
"I never forget anything," replied
would prove of genuine service to us.
I knew thut the late emperor's mys Fong quietly.
Is to be trusted implicit"Mr. X
terious disease had been a form ot
beriberi, a malignant, chronic kind pe- ly," said Sir Arthur. "He understands
culiar to the island of Hondo, and I the entire situation, and thoroughly insurmised thut Doctor Fongs knowl- dorses your ability."
"1 am delighted," murmured Fong,
edge of tropical diseases bad brought
hun back to favor, as one of the im in his monotonous, soft tone. "And
perial attendants. 1 communicated all now, we wilt begin by trusting one another completely in this affair. It is
these facts to Sir Arthur.
Then will you accompany me to your excellency's desire to obtain a
the pa'nee at once?" he asked me. certain document now in the possesKuril of tho ambassadors has a suite sion of a distinguished diplomatist?"
sit apart for him there; and we can "If It can be done honestly," said1
interview our man unmolested."
Sir Arthur. "I mean," he added.
I assented at once, and, a few min cannot countenance any objectionable
utes later, we were bowling through methods. Confound It, Doctor Fong,
the streets ic one of the embassy we have got to get possession of that
rickshas. A run of thirty minutes aocument before sundown," be added.
brought us to the palace grounds, and "Where Is It?"
"Upon the person of the distinshortly afterward we were in the am
bassador's quartets, consisting or two guished diplomatist,' snswered the
or three spacious rooms on the second doctor.
"How can you get It?"
Boor.
"Will you permit me to show your
Although there wss no outward iign
ot lamentation, something In the at- excellency In pantomime?" inquired
mosphere of the interior snowed that Fong.
"Certainly," ssld Sir Artnur, growtbe news ot Mutsuhlto s death nad alproperty. ing evidently Interested ss ne saw tae
ready
become common
There was giooci upon tbe faces of doctor take a smsll phial from sis
clean-shave-

s

pocket, half full ot a clear, slightly
opalescent liquid. "You are not planning to chloroform the count, I hope?"
"I cannot counte
he continued.
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swaying form.
"Miss Den Ison Lura!" be cried In
I
coherently, "what baa happened?
waa asleep. 1 fancied I beard an ex
i,
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Wheat

a

Yields Reports Extraordinarily Heavy.

When one bears of Individual wheat
to forty bushels
yields of tbirty-nvper acre, there Is considerable incredulity, but when yields, In whole
extending Into districts covering
three and four and Ave hundred square
nfty and
miles In area, of upwarda
bushels pet
some aa high as sixty-fivacre are reported, one is led to put
bis ear to the ground to listen for further rumblings. The writer having
beard of these wonderful yields made
a trip through the provinces of Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta, to
ascertain first hand their truthfulnesa.
It waa remarkable to discover that
Dame Rumor was no rumorer after all,
that modesty waa her mantle, that
all that had been aatd of these ylelda
y
was true, and that yields of over
bushels per acre were told of.
These were so high that the truthfulnesa of the atory was doubtful and
very little was said of them. But
aucb there were, and not In one
but In several, not In one locality but scattered In placca hundreds of mllea apart Leaving these
out altogether, there were large areas
In which th average was over fifty
bushels per acre, which In all common sense ought to satisfy most people. One hundred and thirty threshers In Alberta have made their returns to the local government aa required by an act of the Legislature,
and the average of the wheat threshed
bushels to the acre. So
waa
Immense waa the yield that official
verification waa required before giving
It out to the public. Sitting In the
smoking compartment of a day coach,
where on passing through a farming
community, there may be gathered th
gossipy yarna ot the neighborhood,
on. hears also a lot of newB. Juat
now, the sole topic Is that' of the
crops. A man with more or less of
hirsute appendage, amock, clotheaof
and hands giving the appearance
one working In the Bold, waa asked
He had got on at
sb to the crops.
Warner, Alberta. Taking out his pipe,
lighting It and then crossing his knees,
holding his chin In hie hands,
an air of eupreme contentment, and with an Intelligent face, he
looked the man who could give some
And be waa Juat the
Information.
man. He waa a threaher and on bla
way to Milk River to secure some
more help. He waa requisitioned for
"Yea, a .ood aeaaon,
Information.
I've made a lot of money. Aa for
yields, let's aee." and then be began
to string them off. "Peterson had 63
bushels of wheat per acre on hie Bve
hundred acre farm; from 3to acres
Roland got 65 bushels per acre;
had one hundred and ten acrea
that went 63 bushels; C.rr bad 65
bushels per acre off an e'.ght hundred
And he gave othera runacre Held."
ning from 58 to b6 bushels per acre.
All these people lived east of War
ner. Alberta. Looking out or tne winfields,-stildow and aeetng Immense
covered with stocks be waa asked
why they were not threshed, he replied that thore were not enough
"rigs" In the district, and that they
would not get through before Christmas.
An Amerlrun writing of a trip be
made through Western Canada says:
"1 went as far west si , Saskntoon.
back to Hcgtna, Moose Jaw, and down
on the Soo lino, and I must say that
I never saw such crops, or ever beard
of anything to compare with It In
any country on earth. The country
Is over tho bill, and certainly the farmers have a lot to be thankful ror.
There are very few of them that
have done their work and done It
properly but what have their debts
paid and have bank accounta left."
And he ouly traveled the skirt of
The same story could
the country.
be written of any part of any of
three Provinces. Advertisement.
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Farm

Dm.

sev-ent-

gen
There should be developed
At the present time farm bufldtnga, eral style of architecture which could
In common wttb moat of our Amer- In the main be adapted to the differ
ent farm buildings. It should straight
ican atructureg, offer but little
that eerloua thought baa boen forwardly meet the needs to be served
bestowed upon their character or and should be dignified and pleasing
their disposition. In a general way, in form and line. The material to be
bulldlnga are frequently proportioned used will react upon the style In no
to meet their needs and are rather small degree, for it la evident that a
conveniently placed In their relation- stone or concrete structure Is funcship to one another. Yet, In respect tionally different from one built of
to architectural character, they are wood.
With regard to the barn, the needs
almoat without exception, vory bad. If
wc disregard the few that have come are not fixed, but widely varying. In
down to ua from colonial duys. Kven certain forms of farming, It may exist
the very books which treat of farm chiefly for storage, while in other
bulldlnga, while dlBcuBsIng matters of cases It may serve mainly far houseconomy and corvenlci.ee and details ing the animals. Whatever Its needs,
of conatructlon, fill to give considera- it should look the part ot the barn,
country school or
tion to artistio excellence, in fact, and not that ot
It should be proportioned
many of their IlluBtrationa uiipict church.
buildings aa faulty In this respect as and fitted to meet the Internal needs
those on the moat despicable farm. "or which it is built.
Since the barn and the house are
Their bard Unci stand out boldly,
while nature tends to aoften the bad the nucleuses of the farm group, it is
well at this point to consider briefly
lines of the real.
In discussing this matter of a fit- the arrangement of farm buildings. Certing farm architecture. It will la wall tainly the pait of architecture is not
to consider the following broud as- fulfilled when a given building Is depects: Materials of construction and signed. Its relation to other buildings
the factors determining their use; both existing and future should be a
style of architecture and the Influences concern. Usually there la an absence
controlling
it; the elements that of any logical relationship between
should give it character; the design- the different buildings of the farm.
ing of the principal farm buildings; They bave been dropped down here
the relationship of the buildliiKS to and there, as It were, the house here,
shop In one place
ono another; and the methods to be the barn there,
employed in accomplishing this bet- and a shed In another. Indeed of all
this there should be a careful groupterment
The material which Is used In the ing. There will be decided advantages
(By D. A. CLJIRK.)

construction of any given sot of farm
buildings will depend upon a number
of .actors. Yet In weighing these, we
should never overlook tho desirability
of giving the buildings a local color
and ot having them harmoni.e with

In convenience,

a

e

nij

In economy

of

con-

The
struction, and in protection.
esthetic possibilities will be much
greater and from the very nature of
things, the unattractive features will

their native surroundlnrs.

protrude less prominently and wilt be
Much easier of concealment.

DISEASED COLONIES

SUNLIGHT IS MOST

fifty-thre- e

(Copyright,

by W. Q. Chapman.)

With a rude shock the gentle current of an ideal girlhood life was abruptly changed Into the fierce, raging
torrent of tragedy. It came about to
Lura Dcnison on a alumberoualy
peaceful June afternoon and in a garden redolent with the awaying odora

of violets and roses.
This waa the situation: She waa one
of a party of friends visiting
the pretty summer resort at
Crystal lake. Lura was only a school
teacher and dependent on her own
employment for a living. She waa one
of a coterie however representing
Els-den-

aa to wealth and social
position. She could not dress aa richly aa her cousins, the Worthingtons,
but her garb waa neat, tasteful, ber
Ogure perfect, her face beautiful and
hor manner full of sweetness and fascination.
To the power ot those kindly magnetic eyes Clyde Rawson had paid full
tribute. He waa a favorite with everybody , a heedless, impulsive young fellow avowedly at the end of bla resources, but enjoying his "last dash
ot roily," as be termed It. before going forth to grapple with the practical
Issues of life.
From all Lura bad learned he had
recently been discarded by a rich
uncle. It was not that Clyde was dissipated, but in his independent way
he bad gone contrary to the wlBhes of
There bad
bis mandatory relative.
been a tiff, and Clyde bad left home
with the announcement that he need
depend upon John Urifflths for no fur
ther financial help.
"Its sort of rough to have your expectations cut oft all ot a sudden."
Clyde confidentially told Lura, "but
a certain halt cousin of mine is will
ing to truckle and lie to Uncle John,

Bu-gl-

DIE DURING WINTER

POTENT GERMICIDE

Bees Affected With Foul Brood in Prevents Contraction or Spread
Tall Should Be Destroyed
of Disease and Is Essential
or Transferred.
to Gcod Health.
WE8I.R Y fOSTEtt,

Colorado
Bullion.)

(By

bookoepers endeavor ti carry
dlseaf ?j colonic! through the winter
because it is so m'ich easier to treat
them In the spring thun in the full.
In a very large number of ratios the
diseased colonies dlo during the winter and tho honey is robbed by other
colonies, thus Hprradlng the disease
throughout quite an extended area.
The general idea la that, inasmuch
na little breeding la done in the winter, there is small likelihood of tho
disease spreading In tho hive. This
Is quite true. However, tho following
factor la tho most Important one:
Tho diseased brood Is so offensive In
odor that but a very email amount Is
highly disugreeable to the bees. This
militates against the natural tendency
of th. bees to cluster during severe
A colony lacking
winter weather.
com pur t cluiiterinpdiiring winter H.ion
succumbs. Very few colonies affectfoul brood get through tho
ed
winter for this reason.
If a colony is found affected with
destroy it
disease in the fall, eltl-o- r
entirely or transfer tho hoes to a clean
biV4 and furnish t! m with sealed
coibbs of honey, after they have been
deprived ot any food frr 4tt hours. Sugar sirup cannot bo successfully fed
In the winter.
Ma-.-

SECURING OF EGGS
DURING THE WINTER

(By W. A. HKNRY, Wisconsin Expert,
mcnt BtMlnn.)
Sunlight la a most effective germi-

cide. To present the contraction or
spread of disease it Is therefore important that the stnblea ot farm
be well lighted, with the possible
exception of fattening animals feeding
for short periods of time.
For the maintenance of health, exercise is another essential. The only
exceptions to this rule are fattening
animals soon to ho marketed which
make more rapid gains if not allowed
to move about too freelv. Abundant
exercise is of special Importance with
breeding animals.
Farm animals are creattirea of
habit, and once accustomed to a routine of living show vnrest at any
change. The feed stable or lot, therefore, should be freo from disturbance,
and tho providing of feed and water
Bhould be uniform In time and manner. Animals soon lenrn when these
am to occur and as feeding time approaches the secretions begin pourlliR
from tho various digestive glands In
anticipation uf tho coming meal. The
system of feeding and watering and
the character of the rations should he
changed gradually, and only for good
cause. In feeding operation a changing period is usually
losing period.
e

DESTROY INSECTS

BY

BURNING ALL TRASH

l

Durable Pie.
"How long will pumpkin pie koep?"
"It all depends. I saw a pie at a
railroad restaurant on my last trip
which I remember having seen early
In September."
"What makes you so sure It wss the
same pie?"
"The same throe flics were still
standing guard over It."
Mot Orey Hairs bat Tired r.yee
mnki us look older than we are. Keep
vntir Uvea vnuns and you will look young.
Afler the Movies Murine Tour Kyea. Don't
Murine Eye Remeilv Co.,
tell your
Chicago, Bends Bye Hook on request.

Tommy's Congratulations.
ilo recruit who bus lulled to
salute him i Don't you know who I
I'm an oflicer.
am
Recruit Vol c lucky. I'm a bloom
London Opinion.
In private!
Officer

Good Results Secured at North
Dakota Station by Following Fixed Feeding Rules.

Much May Be'Done to Eradicate

The securing of eggs In winter de
pends a great deal on the feed. At
the North Dakota experiment station
the following has given gcod results:
Morning feed Whole wheat.
Noon Hran mash with rornt scraps
or house scraps and some green food,
as roots.
Evening Corn and oata mixcl.
It la also Important that the hens
bave grit, as crusted granite, and
irrushed oyrter shells to fumlBh lime
tor elicit waking. Tbo bousing is Im
The poultry house
porta nt too.
should 4 w4l lighted and well ven

Several grape Inserts winter anions Weeks'
the fallen grape leaves In trash in A guaranteed

1014

Flea-Bset- le

and

Leaf-Hopp-

er

by Fall Cleaning.

Break-Up-A-Col-

vineyards, and much may be done tc
destroy them If the trash be raked to
getbor and burned.
Such work wll' be of value agalnsi
the grape-berrmoth and the giapi
leaf folder, which hibernate In thf
pupal condition In the fallen grapi
leaves.
and thi
The grapevine
grape leaf hopper spend the wintet
as adulta under trash of all kinds Ir
and about vineyards, and tbe destrut
tlon of trash aa Indicated will expos
them to adverts rllmAtlo condition
e

Tablets

d

remedy for Colds ami
La Grippe Price 2;'e of your druggist
It's good Take nothing elre. Adv.
Function of the Hammer.
"Why do you knock so? Why art
you always using the hammer?"
"1 do It to rivet sttention. my boy.'

It Held a Leveled Revolver.
while I am not. Perhaps it's a good
thing for me, though, ' he added ingeniously, "for I was leading an
Idle, motiveless life."
And now Just at this moment Lura,
bait hidden by the thick verdure of a
tall flowering shrub, stood gazing pen
lively, almost sadly at Clydo Kawson
Ivina fast aslecD in a hammock. She
bad alwaya admired bis frank, chival
ries character. She had quite cherished
certain tender words be had spoken
to her. Lura waa going buck to the
hard dull grind of a little rod school
bouse within two days. She wondered
It they would ever meet again more
than that, If she could ever forget
him!
Even as he slumbered, the inevitable sunny smile of pertect love for
the world and all Its creaturee lingered upon the Handsome tuce. L,ura s
heart beat taster, 83 sue noted tnal
he wore in nls buttonhole a dainty
little straw flower she hud given mm
Then she drew
the aay previous.
back, tor there waa a rustle in the
She Hushed hotupposlte shrubbery.
ly at tne thought of anyono discovering nor regarding thus raptiy tho object 01 her interest. She seized
racket sue carried in one nam.
more closely, and was about to tly
when nor mce grew deadly pale. Sho
uttered a quick gasp. Then, with an
Inarticulate cry ane sprang clear ol
ber amuush.
A lorm nad berorae vaguely outlined in tue opposito bush. A band
was thrust forward. It held a leveled
revolver and it waa pointed direct at
the Bleeping man in tne hammock.
for an instant omy L.ura caught sight
oi a dark sinister lace Behind tuo
weapon. She oravea an.
Crack! a quick, tcrrltylng report
ranir nut. out not ooiore Lura nad
reacnea tne slue ot tne naminocK
She was on oer Knees then, ner arms
aunut tne siccper. shielding ulm. She
icit a stinging contact on one cheek.
'1 aen whirling about, ahe orenared to
scream ror nelp, when sue noted that
assassin was
tne nnngnied wouid-nspeeding tor nls lite away trom tne
e

Dr. Pierre's- Pleemnt Pellets are the
anginal lull liver pills put up 4U years
ago. Tbey regulate liver slid bowels. Adv.
-

And many

a man

right gets left

who

tnea to

aching buck has a heavy burden.
Any woman In this condition has
good cause to suspect kidney trouble, especially If the kidney action
seems disordered.
Doan'a Kidney Pills have cured
thousands of suffering women. It'a
the best recommended special kidney remedy.

"Yes," faltered Lura, withdrawing
from bia clasp. "Oh, Mr. Rawson!
you must go away trom here. Bomte
one Just now tried to kin you. a
tall man with a head ci
crisp curly balr. lie fired at you. I
I got in front of you. Tbe bullet must
have atruck tbe bard wooded tennis
racket. It rebounded to my cheek"
"You risked your life for me!"
voiced Clyde, his tones trembling
"Poor, doaJ
witb vivid emotion
You might
It Is marred!
cheek!
have been killed tor me! Ob, m
friend, my more than friend!'
He had clasped ber In his arms
with a fervor that made her helpless.
Gently, reverently tils Hps swept the
abraaed cheek. Then he held ber at
arma length, hie eyea met her own
fairly scintillating with the overpow
ering emotions that filled hia grateful,
loyal soul.
"Listen to me, Miss Denlson Lura,"
be spoke, "you have described a tuan
whom I know. For only one reason
would he seek my life. The existence
of that reason I must at once explore.
Please let me see you safely to tbo
hotel."
In moment he waa the calm, cour
teous gentleman be ver presented.
He Bpoke no other word. He only lifted hia hat politely aa they reached the
hotbl. Half an hour later, in ber room
Lura was banded a large envelope,
sealed. A note accompanied it and It
dark-face-

By- -

'x

a

It'a hard enough to keep house If
In perfect health, but a woman who
la weak, tirod nd suffering from an

plosion''

Spot

WDHDERHIL HELD

1

Beauty

Housework Is a Burden

Uv

A Colorado Caso

--

KH

naaitn nss been one."
Cet Dean's at Am Stere, Me a Baa

DOAN'S
URN

FOSTER-MIL- B

CO. BUFFALO. N. V.

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
overcome
of

Can quickly be
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purelv veeetuble

"retf

.Carters

CurTX

fiver:'

AWvt

read:

"I am handing you my will. If any
thing happens to me, and I really have
anyintng, il is ion to you to Dame an
evil genius who seeks my death. I
expect to return tomorrow. 1 must
see you then, at all hazards."
What etrungo circumstance was
this! Lura was fluttering, amazed,
mystified. When she went from her
room again ahe wore a tiny patch of
adhesive plaster over the spot on ber
cheek. The bullet had barely grazed
it, but bad left a visible abrasion on
the akin Her friends railed ber aa to
her "beauty spot,'' but Lura made no
explanation.
Hor fair check tingled whenever ahe
thought of Clyde Kawson, with Joy
and pride because ahe had saved bis
lire, witb longing hope because tho
memory of that klBS at leust presaged
heartfelt gratitude and devotion.
She was In the garden of the hotel
that next evening, wondering wheu
Clyde would return, wondering, too, if
be would return at all, wben a form
came hurrying towards tbe garden
bench where she waa resting.
It was Clyde Rawson, bright, brisk,
eager, light spirited. He sat down beside her. He caught both her bands
Ills
and looked her in tbe eyea.
friendly frankness disarmed ber. She
could not resist the mugnetism of bis
presence.
"I have come with great newa, with
strange news," be said at once. "My
one thought was of you of you, who
savod my life at the risk of your own."
His assailant had been his renegade
cousin. As Clyde bad suspected, the
motive had been to put him out of the
way as the heir to the property of
Mr. Orlflith that tbe cousin and bis
friends might Inherit.
"1 am rich now, Lura," be told hor.
"I have given It out that in case of
my death tho disposition of my property is left to the woman I love, the
womun to whom 1 bave hastened to
ask her to become my wife."
"You mean you mean." fluttered
Lura, "poor little humble me!"
"Who else?" questioned Clyde
"only you would have known that long
ago, but I was so poor. But now''
and be kissed tho "beauty spot' that
was a reminder of the unalterable devotion of a noble soul.

Ftfr

i c h e,

,

Illustrating the Idea.

A school inspector was examining a
class in grammar: nnd trying to elucidate tho complex relations ot adjec-

tives and nouns by a telling example

I

r
ness, and Indigestion.
nizai.
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They do their duty.

SHALL PILL, SMALL D0S&. SMALL PRICE,

Genuine must

bear

Signature

SUREIY PRTVEMTEa
cuntr' aixtw pun. u
prlrMi rrMh, ralUblf pnrwnM , f
tanaHM they
iim rail
tMdaMalala,
Tv rlu fur booklM an
(tw. aiMkiat Pint u
P:
4.
akM. aiarti
M
t7M tm tnwfcn. but OulWr't
Tha npnloitt of Cauar proaueu la Una la mt IS
Man or tiwrUllrln In mtlum aae eraat aal.
I mill
Cultr'. If ur"lUUulla. "t nlrm.
TNS CUIUS LASOSAIOSV. Barialnh Calliarakb

BLACK

LOSSES
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HAIR BALSAM

airrtt,
praparatl'ie
tmI loaw ilMdni If .
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H
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For B Mtortel Color wi
Beairtr toGray or Fadea) Hair.
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Playing Safe.
a
"I'm surprised to see you riding In
tbe smoker every day. You never use
tobacco In any form, do youT"
"No, but If I ride In one of tbe other
cars my wife expects me to be able to
tell her what every lady on tbe train
was wearing, and whether It was becoming or not, and If I tell her ah
accuses me of taking too much Interest
In other women. If I cau't tell ber
sho says I'm too stupid for any kind
of use."

ECZEMAS AND RASHES
Itching and Burning 6oothed by
Trial Free.

Cutl-cur-a.

The 8oap to cleanse and purify, tbe
Ointment to soothe and heal. Relief,
rest and sleep follow the use of these
supercreamy emollients and Indicate
speedy and complete healment In most
cases of young and old, even when the
usual remcdlea have utterly failed.
Sample each free by mail with Book.
Addrera postcard, Cuticura, Dept. XT,
Adv.
Boston. Bold everywhere.
Not Strange.
"Jones and Brown are great pals,
aren't they?"
"Yes. You know Brown married
Jones' wife's sister."
"I see. Naturally they sympathise
with each other."
Red Crona Hag Tllue tnnltea the latmdreas
hnppy. ninkee clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers.
Adv.

'Now, for Instance,'' said no, "what
Fortunately the men who claim that
am 17
the world owes them a living are selall
easy
and
question,
nn
That was
dom preforrod creditors.
the children shorted:
"A man!" and then looked round
triumphantly.
"Yes, but what else 7" said the in
imp"
JF
flTZ
spector.
This was not so easy, but after a
paimo a noy veniureu to sugKeui:
"A little man.
"Yes, but there is something more
Ghdaee Taar Wiaaar
than that"
This was a poser, but at last an In- 5 Passengir, Gray & C
fant phenomenon almost leaped from Davis, Electric Lights
hia seat ill bla engeraeBS, and cried:
and Starter, 25 H. 9,
"Please, sis, 1 know, sir an ugly Greikteat
bin elimbir; IS to 80 mile od I seiioe
little man!"
o.MU mllea ua oe net of Urea,
frullh.
iew,trt 8ee.luuleier, one man ntthulr top, l4
urea, weight l.ntaj
Iti. wheel l.ne, .'ISiIUf Int-His Wee Witticism.
no
la. METZ Duirlliiilnra
for Clora.lo,
pun yester-- ' Na aleaicu, Wroialbg and Waatero Nebraaka
!
"I mnde a
day!' boasted skimpy little Mr. Meek, The Colorado Cartercar Co,
Deaver, Colorado
i
My wile bouRht irom an agent a 1636 Broadway
oout the LIVE. AGENTS WANTED
book entitled The Truth
War, and i Delleve arter sue got it sue
was sorry she had done so. Perhaps
ene supposed until sho examined it
lout it v, as a sulTrugo book, although
l am not sure about that part. AnyHAVE YOU ANY?
way, l snld: The truth is Bmitey and
WRITS US.
like
!
ne!
Just
prevail'
will
mo
on
nead
tne
smote
tnat. And she
witn the volume. I was so prouo ot IS W. SOUTH WATCH ST., OHICABO
mv wit that really tne mow aid not
nurt much.'
.
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Coyne Brothers

ee-ne-

"A two
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Hit Early Training.
rent st.irap, please,'

!

th

the stamp window of the post

ms'am." replied the new clerk,
i,ura wr.s reeling with tne reaction who nad tust graduated from a depart
Iron' tne great alsaiu ot excitement. ment store. "Will you take It along a
sunnging to haw it. sent"
.most collapsed,
Mh.

ipou

Mrs. Alvlra Day,
8. Secood St.,
Montrose,
Colo..
ay: "I sunerea
from pains In my
back and the flesh
over my kidneys
welled. My hands
were swollen, loo.
Kidney
Dnajt's
Tills strengthened
and toned up my
kidneys and benefited my system In
very way. During
the oast year my

ft
am ttihu
mm."
Mvtn
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The Clovis News

A Communication

Rexall's Rheumatism Remedy,
containing sixteen percent alcohol, or thirty-twper cent proof.
Rexall's Mucotone for Catarrh
containing twenty-on- e
per cent
alcohol, or forty-twper cent

from a bottle of pure beer, drank
The following signed communas the Germans drink it; or from
ication from a citizen of Mc
a light toddy made ef pure
Thn News rrintinj Company
Dowell county has been received
whisky, suzar and water, as the
by the Daily Telegraph and it
Publishers.
Ken'uckhns make them, than
contains such a unique offer in
from any of the patent alcoholic
Entered at the post office at regard to the Virginia debt that proof.
nostrums now told all over West
Vegetable
Compound,
Rexall's
second
M.
as
space,
knowing
we
Clovis, N.
give it
that it
classi
twenty-fivcontaining
per
cent Virginia for ''woman's relief."
matter under the act of March will be read with interest and be
fifty
alcohol,
per
proof.
or
cent
Down here in McDowell county
the subject of much discussion:
8. 1879.
Sarsaparilla,
containRexall's
poor,
a
ignorant foreigner, born
Welch, W. Va.. June 19- .per cent alcohol. a Ml raised, in a country where
ing tweaty-fivTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
A
Whether or not West Virginia
light wines and beers are served
$1.00 is a just debt; whether or not or fifty per cent proof.
One Year
Rexall's Specific and Alterative at the family tables in place of
50c West Virginia got value receivfix Months
water, was convicted and fined
ed; whether or not the original Compound containing thirty-on- e
sixty-tw- o
and sentenced to sixty days
$100
per
alcohol,
cent
or
fund, if expended by old VirADVERTISING RATE8
county road for giving a
on
the
proof.
(Please
per
cent
den't
ginia, was JiiUi inly expended
Come to us for advice and we will make YOUR PROBLEM
Display ads 15 cts. per inch.
friend
a bottle of beer. Just
gentlecounters,
the
sales
crowd
grossly
or
quesare
nal,
advertising
t
OUR
PROBLEM. The COURTESIES OP OUR INSTITUon
Special rates
men, when I tell you that the one bottle bear in mind, capacity
tions that will
to go
TION
are extended to everyone.
contracts.
The highest court in latter brand, sold by a legitimate twelve ounces, brewed from
Local readers 1st insertion 8
the land says West Virginia owes whole sale liquor dealer at sixty- - pure hops, malt, rice etc. thorCts. per line.
two per cent proof weuld have oughly pasteurised and contain
Each subsequent insertion 5 Virginia $12,393,929.50. with in- to carry
the regulation govern ing three per cent proof.
terest at five per cent from date
cts. per line.
or wholesale liquor
ment
rectifier
Isn't it a lovely condition of
paid.
We
until
are then ace to
affairs?
face with facts, not Action. The dealer's stamp.
Democratic in Politics money must be paid. How are Hayden's Vebernum Com
Either of the foregoing prowe to raise this enormous pound, containing fifty per cent vide the vehicle for a glorious
No less than a dozen tracts of amount?
alcohol, or 100 per cent proof. drunk with the possible addition
land changed owers this week
The votan if West liiitBia (Why continue to spit cotton, of an ingredient in some of them
and the indications now are that several years ago, thrugh the gentlemen? Good old bottle in to reduce the laxative effect;
"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"
the sale of land will be even workings of a combination of bond liquor does not contain one but not being a physician, chemgreater. More people are com- circumstances briefly
man, common
bit more alcohol than the above ist or college-breing to this section now than ever
1. Exposure of various whisky concoction.)
P. S. This is a dense tells me that an equal
before in its history and these rings of the state built up under female remedy, however.
mixture of Blackberry Com
people tell us that the rush is lax license laws;
pound,
containing sixteen per
r
containing
Chewalla,
hardly begun.
being a natural
2. The unfair preparation of per cent alcohol, or 108 per cent cent alcohol,
the ballot used in placing the proof, too strong to bottle in astringent, and Rexall's Specifle
question before the people;
bond. This brand with the In and Alterative Compound, carryAutomobile Forms. Ltt us write your Surety Bond
The News takes the position
3. Political treachery on the dian name is a cure for rheuma ing thirty-onper cent alcohol,
Phonu 32 in
that our space is our stock in part of trusted polititions in the
containing
laxative
a
direct
and
whisky
makes
tism; yet, they say
trade and is for sale for any
N. M.
last ten days of the campaign;
rheumatism. It hails from Cali- ngredient, will make a neutral
business enterprise.
voted dry by an overwhelming fornia, where everything is done mixture as to astringent and
We will carry both wet and dry
A liberal
majority.
The system has been
No wonder laxative properties.
advertisements at the usual pri- in actual effect since July 1, 1914. on a gigantic settle.
dope
produce
would
of
une
this
that the Yaqui Indians in south
ces. Agitation always produces
or not it is a success, I ern California and Mexico have a compound drunk.
Whether
beneSci.il results, but suppresleave to any
man donned their war paint and deP!aae betir in mind as we go;
sion of facts may cnuse harm.
DRAY AM) TRANSFKR LINK
within the state.
True,
the
Germany.
gentle reader, thr.t good
along,
United
on
war
clared
We have stated cur personal legal
saJe of liquor within the!state3 and Mexico. From the lager beer, as heretofore brewed;
Th Oldest Kstabli uo. Trans;'
Line in Clovis
Views on the qii 'stion but will
anti- - in Biudield, Huntington, Char-- j
of
package
on
proof
this
accent advertising from both moonshining
and the illegal sales saloon dope, a good drink would lesion, lVrl.eriiurg,
Wheeling.;
Down Town Phom: 123
Residence Phon;
tides.
of liquors and the legal (?) sale make a rabbit want to fi.jht n Fainmiiji,
Harper's
Ellui.of patent medicines still con- bulldog.
Ihrouyhont
tViry anil
If it is necessary for the city tinue, the last named business LydiaE. Pinkham's Vegetable the state, contained only from
to vote additional bonds for mu- growing fey leaps and bounds. Compound, containing eighteen three to three and
per
l
AT THE
nicipal improvements!, then, of The farce of it all is indeed per cent alcohol, or thrity-sicent alcohol, or from six to seven
course, there is no other alter amusing.
per cent proof; aid good old
per cent proof.
native except to vote them. If
Rye whisky, distill(The writer stepped into a
(The British Medical Association Hannisvillo
R. H. SNELINGS, Proprietor.
the water supply is inadequate drug store the other day; into a
Martinsburg,
and other
ed
at
nostrum to
analysis
shows
this
Satisfaction guaranteed or whiskeis cheerfully refunded!
to meet the requirements of a general merchandise store the
and brandies, distilled
contain 19.3 alcohol and only 0 C
greater city, then proper
day,
among
contained
and
in the state,
the other per cent of solid substances; the el8ehc-rnxt
must be made to meet the articles for sale .noted the
only fifty percent alcohol, or 100
ash was 0.06 per cent, and conmen, including the fa'oori keepNotice of Sale
expense of drilling a new well
of the constituents usual per c.nt proof.
sisted
Wh.IhH li.Htru t Court of I urrv Cmnty.
th-er;
likewise
(if
proper
of
the
and the installation
Blackberry compound, con- in vegetable preparations; traces
M.
The patent medHne politicians
',u
ii
n
Si'iitornU-i- '
passions, excessive uv of ci rS, r.'ii.l. r.il
machinery. The sam:- is true of taining sixteen per cent alcohol,
,
,,.
,.,.ir,i l,r.
up
for
a
ibid
great
built
have
of tannin and ammonia wtre
II.
n
Who.
ci'arettes, drugs,
Wire, f'hriaa
eeilVe,
fire protection We are, how- or thirty-twper cent proof.
K.
a Minor nn. whir"ii
prespnt, and a small quantity of the sale of their vare.s, notwiili etc. In fact, in th..j.,
s
vri:.er
ever, strictly opposed to the inIt'
Dike's Tonic Compound for reducing sugar; no
tli
lie iMlate of
was staneintr that in ordir to do this opinion, an l,;ilirual dr.ig
liM.'r.l
w.
lo
J.
I'mner
crease in taxation fur anything Women, containing sixteen per
till' :i'ii
s '.!' aiid !i:.;n
- am,, uf 7,ti
present, and no evidence was iriiliim. of property has ben
that we can afford to get along cent alcohol, or thirty-twper obtained of any active principle consented throughout the hi ate, cigarette fuu.d i.r drunkard c;)
h tola! jo
'i't
In
fa'.
f h"
rightfully s ci.ss'd m the
W. !:
'union llic..,t.,ie
without.
cent proof.
put
effect.
w
into
balloon
rntes
I..
tax
i.r
u
...
subI...
except n traee of a bitter
t iSn rum uf $VIJ.10
stagfs of insanity, and sIv.uM llml n f.ir
Beef, Wine and Iron, contain
in
ii,,
fit' M,
ow
itinca solublee in ether; the re- criminal costs iner.avJ. and therefore be removed from illli llliil
itin.'iil
s;:",,llli. iir infit'H
ing sixteen per cent alcohol or
Notice of Suit.
mainder, 0.4 percent, was vetre- - general chaotic Conditions, in society until rural. dvertisement- at ll.. i.i: f 10;H'r... n;irIter nniio-- from
thirty-twirnii.-per cent proof.
int. paid, nnil the jn lioiiiiiil for
t a l)o extractive,
possesing no dustriul and otherwise, created
'0 hi nt
A.'idi's Cr.teriou.
i.i
v's
OLA FA H SMOLTZ, the de
l..,r ,; .r ,.,., inta.n.t
Wine of Cardui, or Woman's
if
many
ns.
in
seel
irr niiilni fr. '" I't.
How
until paid,
fendont in the suit hereinafter Relief, containing 20. 36 per cent distinctive character.
fin.,
ill
loiii
'"it nit, In, t th.. sai ilr. I.
living
in
repeat,
I
but
if
are
many
women
me
there
Pardon
ill.ni.
d
ilnv
Wir..
w... i... w,...
mentioned, is hereby notified:
alcohol by volume, or 40.72 per
h.iH.i Wir... Il,ryV.ii...
today who have want to drive this point norm.
Netice for Publication
aMinor.
That suit has been commenced cent proof. The girl or woman West Virginia
by J. W. lit
.,. I'ln.ntlif
w, rllM numlw;
lives Four tablespoonfulls of Wine of llcpiirlment of tho Interior, U. 8. Land OnVe
in mil (K.rt
in the District Court of Curry who takes four table spoonfuls not at some time in their
the Curt
i,i judKment
at Tucumcarl, Now Mexico.
, ,pcrw
loth 1915. and d
Relief,
con
saver?
w,..,.,
life
Woman's
Cardui,
used
notorious
this
tB vmpeny
County, New Mexico, wherein of this nostrum daily gets the
Notice hereby irlvon Unit
A. Harrison,
of aaM Ulna Wire.
meutloneil below
two- llollono. N M., who on February Math l!M:i. muilo
and now hekiiiKinir to hi. hnlra
Fred Fahsholtz is plaintiff and same amount of alcohol that she Is it. fair, then, to yourselves and tains as much alcohol as
jid
(My, thirds of a bottle of beer. They Origin l Homenu Rd Kntry, No. UIIM1I, for Wiro Hi rtie Wire. Lewla Wire. Chriaa
suffering
men
poor,
us
to
Wire.nu
Ola Fahsholtz is d efendent, said would obtain if she took four
north wo at quarter 8rtlon 25, TbunaMp
north, Henry Wire, a Minor,
mentioned
abovo,
be
who
gentleman
of
deprive
us
is!)
aold
me
how
tell
U
hot it
Ranire 86 rait, N. M. P. Moridlan. haa nlnl noilthat the
accordinit to law to
cause being num bered 908 on hundred drops of whisky, or, to
t,fy
jlldlfnwnt
nd
of intent ion to rnaU final five year Proof, to
conbeer,
cool
of
good,
Cardui
pure,
Wine
lager
"discovered"
K II. Ki.blnaon waa by the
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N ew Winter Term

-- WE WISH YOU...

Opens January 3d at the

Albuquerque Business College
The institution that has prepared hundreds of young people
for successful business careers

A Happy and Prosperous

Never Before Were Opportunities so Great as Now
For the trained young maa and young woman with ambition,
and never before was the

ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE

1916

prepared to furnish the necessary training. Courses for Bookkeepers, Bankers, Stenographers, Typists, Private Secretaries,
Civil Service Appointees and others, in resident school
So well

Corres-pondent-

s,

and by mail

Mr. Louis Torregrosa
Yours to Serve,

Instructor in Spanish and Lecturer on Business Opportunities in Alexico, will
answer your correspondence in Spanish, if so desired

Midwinter Edition of Business Efficiency
Is

W right

..Osb orne

ready for mailing. Write for copy, It's free and full of
n
that ahou'd interest everyone who desires success. Your
Utters cheerfully a;id promptly answered.
infor-matio-

W. J. McDONALD, Principal

I

I

J. E. GOODELL, Manager
ALBUQUERQUE,

I examine tatitnts free. The
more difficult and complicated
the case the more interesting to
me. There is not a disease de
in a medical or surgical
scribed
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Elmore
book
text
that I haven't sutdied.
TO
Ovella,
daughter,
Miss
and
ft
Dr. H. R. Gibson.
Wednesday fi itoswell to spend
thii winter.
Mrs. C. I. Tongue, mother of
They accompanied
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Savaue and Mrs. V, E. Copeland, returned
little daughter, Vella Ma e, who home the latter part of lait week
had been visiting them I'm- sev- from points in Arkansas, where
r
V- ..'
eral days.
she has been visiting relatives
Dr. Edwards, of Roswell, will for tho past two months.
locate in Clovis, hiving rented
BorrTo Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
:v
the Swartz property on South Broyles Wednesday morning, an
Main Street. He will open up eight pound baby boy.
his office to the public about
The Womas's Club will give a
.:'i'.-fi.'
January 1st.
New Year's reception at the
Among the prominent Clovis-ite- s home of Mrs. Psttie Holland. A
who are suffering with pneu- very pleasant occasion is anticimonia are Mr. and Mrs. Jack pated.
Morris,
Mr. Singer and tha
Mrs. Morris, mother of Mrs.
young son of Mr. Chalfant. It
Burns Smith and Mrs. W. H.
would be easier to name the well
Doughton, left Tuesday for her
people than to name those who
home in Holton, Kansas, after
are incapacitated by lagrippe.
finRAJLDINt FAfRAR
several months visit in Clovis.
In V. : Second Lit
mount
Electric Irons, heater and
Kiu:iir
Ttir.pticB :'
shopdown
When
town
cooking vessels.
ping stop at Parish Candy
Barry Hardware Co.
We buy and li
1
SccoMi Hand
Bert Cui ;ss and W. A. Haven- Kitchen for your luncheon.
er were in Portales Thursday
J. H. Shepard and family
where they assisted in the insti- spent the first of the week visittution of the Knights of Pythias ing with relatives at Cansey.
AND
odge.
Messrs. C. L. Bass and John
Mark Spears, who has been Riley, of Cansey 35 miles southvisiting his parents for several east of Portales, came up the
weeks, having been called here first of the week to buy some and take orders for suits. Call
upon the sickness of his father, Hereford and Durham heifers at 103 South Main and got a
bargain.
left Tuesday for his home in from the Farwell Cattle Company
through J. H. Shepard.
California.
V. K. WILSON
I charge fifteen dollars for atJ. F. Smithson, the real estate
dealer, of Grady, paid the News tending confinement cases in
office a visit the middle of the Clovis, no charges for other calls
week. He reports everything and I charge fifty cents per mile
extra where I go to the country.
in fine shape and land business I have taken this work in five
quite active around Grady.
schools, three Osteopathic and
LOST: A gold watoh hunting two Medical, under fifteen difFor good, sanitary plumb-in- g
that will stand the test,
case, Illinois works; Santa Pe ferent instructors, more than
half of them are specialists
phon 407
fob attached.
Finder will re- this line of work, I believe inI
turn to this office, a liberal re- know what to do in these cases
ward will be paid or return to and what not to do.
A. E. Eiegner, owner.
Dr. II. R. Gibson.
Let us figure on your work

...Our Man About Town...
D. W. Elliott of Koswell. was
in Clovis this week on business.
II. C. Miller and family,

for-

merly of this piace but more recently ef Crowell, Texas, came
in this week and will reside.here
in the future,
Mr. 0. V. Morrison received a
message Thursday announcing
the death of his sister. Mrs.
Marguerite Dogget of Frankfort, Indiana.

treat all diseases and disorders of women and attend conI

finement cases.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.

Mrs. R. B. Rowells arrived
this week from Oklahoma to
join her husband. Judge R. E.
Rowells.
For Sale- -a 9 foot ventilator in
good condition Cheap.
News Office, or Phone 125.
FOR RENT 2 large furnished
rooms for light housekeeping.
Phone 250,
Plastered house.

after 6 p. m.
'

Lost Thursday between 5
and 6 p. m. in post office, black
leather pocket book. Liberal
reward for return to this office.

Q
'

I can fix your clock for $1.00..
Geo. T. Wilson, Expert Repairer
Rear Clovis National Bank.
Phone

41

t-- f.

Bert Curless, painting, paper

rg, kalsomining.

Phone

254.

4- -t

II the young men who went
into my building on Pile stree
Tuesday afternoon and removed
therefrom 3 electric light globes
and wire will return same to me
no questions will be asked. I
know who you are, you were
seen taking them.
Miss Ella Curren.

D. D.

Swear in gin

of the firm nf llrs.
..!

1

..

i
!

-

w

CLOTHING

House Furnishings

Plumbing
Work...

V. J. HIVELY

NEW MEXICO

I'lt'itU--

&

Swi unrein

Picture Framin g

l!oiiv!l

will in: iti Clovis n 15th, Kith,
17th cf each month treating
diseases of th'? E. e, Ear, N use
ana Thioat. and Titling Glasses

AND

e

Furniture Repairing

IWn. 21 4 S. Mai.,,
nr.dor (nc (inon hotel.
pay nuh U c se..0!,d hand

A. M.
jsti-- e.
VViii

FOR TOMBSTONES
S

c!

Miies &

Jgou-'s-

uive hiph p. rede guods
reasonable price:!. ,
MILES & HARMON
Box 763,

r:d

esidence

2CD

W. A. Gil Jen water
LAWYER
Ni;v Mkxico

Clovis.

Have your old sewing machine
repaired and made equal to new.
Lxpert repairing.
Geo. T. Wilson,

Rear Clovis National Bank.
Percolators and Casseroles.
Barry Hardware Co.
I

examine eyes,

GtI(N

Tnats ell diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Re. 390.
Clovi?,
New Mexico

Opposite Postoffice
2?, -R-

it

Osteopath

Office 103

Office in Jackson Bldg,

Phone

H.

PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

Physician and Surgeon

f

OK.

Clovi?, N. M,

Dr. J. B. Westerf ield

Office

.

Haimnt-W-

ears, nose,

thioat and fit glasses.

2

DR. L. M. BIGGS
Veterinary Surgeon
Phone

10

Clovis. N.M,

Dr. J. R. Haney
Physician & Surgeon
Office Opposite Postoffice

E. M,

Chapman

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Phone 95.
Clovis,
New Mexico.

Dr. II. R Gibson.
Bring us your harness needing
repairs. All work guaranteed.
Spear and Setser, Props.
L.
Roasters and carving knives.
Barry Hardware Co.
Physician Sc. Surgeon
W. H. Braby. of Portales, was Special attention to diseases of
a business visitor in Clovis Wed- the bye, Lar. Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
nesday.
27-2-

t

Pocket knives and razors.
Barry Hardwere Co.

DR. A.

OAr

Clovis,

DILLON

....

Onr llMn Pkmrmacy
Pbm lOL ImMim Phaaa L
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THE CLOVIS MEWS

OF

LOCOMOTIVE

n

President Wilson's Old Typewriter

Four Seta of En.lnee, Each Driving a Group
of Eight Coupled Wheel.

Will Have a Total of

WILL
LOCOMOTIVE
A VERITABLE GIANT.

FUTURE

BE

Have Been Called On to
Deal With Problem, and Have
Achieved Recult That Are
Momentou.

Engineer

Whim thn huge multiplex Mallet en'
ilno was put to work on the Erie rail
road, ninny thought that the limit of
had
been
locomotive dimensions
reached, but our engineer gay "No."
The output of the locomotive engino
must bo Increased. Labor union give
uh no ri'Bt. and tho cost of wages and
material is constantly rising. Appar
ently nothing will stop It, and the only
way to meet the situation la by handling (lie t radio In larger and larger
mills, ily this means, and by this
only, ran the enormous advance In the
price of luhor and material be met
without a proportionate Increase in
rates, both freight and passenger.
One of the greatest difficulties encountered by engineers who are railed
upon to design powerful locomotives
rises from the fact that the truck
gauge of our railways cannot be
changed. Whether Stephenson's gauge
of four feet 8V4 Inches I the best
gauge is open to question,
flrunel
thought otherwise, and In 1836 he laid
the track of the celebrated Great
Western railway (Englund) to a gauge
of seven feet; but the obvious necessity of a uniform gauge for KngllHli
railroads gradually forced the conversion of tho Great Western railroad to
the standard gauge, although George
Stephenson himself admitted at the
time that live feet two Inches would
have been a better gauge than four
foot 814 Inche. Other eminent engineers gave their opinion that the
standard gaugo was too narrow for
the proper development of tho locomotive, and that a gauge of from Ave to
six feet would have been preferable.
However that may be, the standard
gauge I here to stay; and not only
this, hul the clearance limit of
bridges and tunnels are rigid
and unchangeable; therefore the only
way In which the dimensions of a locomotive engine can be Increased Is
In tho direction of its lenrth.
A bold solution of this problem has
been proposed by Mr. George R. Henderson, consulting engineer of the
Buldwln locomotive works, by whose
courtesy the leading particulars of
this remarkublo design are here published.
By referring to the accompanying
Illustration, giving a genoral outline
of the engine (some details being not
yet fully worked out), It will be seen
that thn dimensions of this future locomotive aro beyond anything hitherto
placed on wheels. H will bo remembered that tho largest and most powerful locomotive In the world Is tho
Krlo engine already referred to. To
compare this engine with the proposed locomotive now under consideration we will repeat ome of the dimensions. The Krle engine with Its
steam tender weighs 803,000 pounds.
The total wheel base measures 90
feet, and the tractive effort Is 160 000
pounds.
Like the Erie locomotive, design includes a pair of cylinders placed under the tender, but with tho addition
of a third pair under tho locomotive
proper, thus making a total of four
sets of engines, each set driving a
group of eight coupled wheels, all of
which are 60 Inches In diameter. This
locomotive will be known as the
"Quadruplox." or
typo.
From the Scientific, American.
pint-form-

Shutting Out the Light.
There are penitentiaries In some of
our stiitL-- which prevent prisoners
from writing to their friends more
than one letter a week in some penitentiaries the rules mny bo even stricter. There Is no limit to the number
of letters a prisoner Is allowed to receive, hut they must bo confined strictly to "bunines and family matters."
No newspapers or periodicals are allowed to be received unless sent direct from publishers. It may bo good
policy to put some men behind bars
and shut out physical light from them,
but how tlie state can benefit by shutting out llrlit from the minds of these
prisoners we do not pretend to know.
Perhaps some penitentiary warden can
Here is a real subject for
tell us.
prison reformers. Collier'.
s

8amples for Crad'ng Resin,
In connection with the naval stores
Investigations carried out by tho I lilted State bureau of chemistry, durable
accurate and practical typo samples
for grading resin at thn still have been
mndti of colored glass, and sets of
these samples havo been deposited
with various trade bodies. Hereafter
they wll' e sold at cost to anybody
desiring them. These samples have
been adopted a official by ail organisations baring control of naval stores
In this country, and also recognized
by law in the eta '.a of Florida.
American.
c

TRAIN

HAS

GREAT

Dr. Kilmer's Prescription, Overcomes Kidney Trouble

Swamp-Roo-t,

EslpB OPITAL AFFAID5

a

I

MONSTER OF THE RAIL

Don't Neglect Kidneys

MTIQNAL

THE FUTURE

RECORD

"Empire State" Ha Covered a Dis
tance Equal to Fourteen Round
Trip to Moon.
The Famous Empire State Exprosf
of the New York Central, the first reg
ular
train In America tc
run at more than fifty miles an hour
Including stops, has begun it twentyfifth year. It bus covered a distance
of 6,518,600 miles, equal to fourteen
round trips to the moon, and has car
rled approximately eight million passengers safely to their destination.
The record during these 24 years
has been a remarkable one. Not one
of It passenger ha been fatally injured. One of it enginemen for sixteen year wus Dennis J. Cassin, who
last year was awarded the Ilnrrlman
bronxe medal in recognition of hi unblemished record of safety.
When the Empire State express was
first placed in service it weighed only
230 toiiB; now It weighs 780 tons. It
was drawn by engines of the "870"
class, and later by the famous "999,"
the locomotive that took the prize at
the Chlcngo world's fair. Nowadays
that locomotive looks like a toy In
comparison with the giant 1'aclflc type
and It could hardly start the train,
much loss haul It on its fust schedule.
Age Cazette.
e

-

Alaska Railroad Progresses.
Thomas Kiggs, Jr., a member of the
Alaskan railway commission, recently
arrived In Seattle, Wash., whore he
stated that, if congress appropriates
$9,000,000 annually for three years,
the line from tidewater, at Seward, to
Fairbanks, can bo completed In that
time. Mr. Kiggs says the survey
ure completed mid eight mile of road
bed have been graded, and track will
bo laid within thn next thirty day.
"There is very little hard rock work
along tbo whole route," say
Mr.
Kiggs.
"Tho maximum grade Is but
one per cent. Fairbanks needs this
road to get at the coal In the Nonana
fluids. The main deposit extends over
district 20 miles long and 15 mile
wide. I saw veins 40 feet thick. Mining near Fairbanks should see great
development as soon as this coal can
be laid down ready for the operators."
Bridges Expand In Summer.
Ilridges expnnd or get larger In
summer, and shrink In the shade or
at night or In the winter. The rule
is thut beat makes everything expand
and cold makes everything shrink.
Cold Is nothing but absence of heat.
So we may say thut everything con
tracts or expands acordlng to the
amount of heat In it. Metals have a
most notlceahlo way of changing their
size under the Influence of heat. So
when bridges are built of Iron and
steel tho engineer has to allow for
the change in tbo bridge's length.
After he reckons on the amount of
expansion ho builds the bridge so that
It has room to grow a little longer in
the summer.

Spell

Cannot

When ITesldont WWlxlson wrlet a mexsagX to
WASHINGTON.
In addition to which the
something like thlZ?s
machine s alphabet Is badly chewed as to legs and shoulders. The space bar
USE CARE WITH ACID SILAGE
suffers from Intermittent paralysis.
Some of the letters are virtually mute.
Other have bold, black face. The
Plan of Feeding to Keep Cow In Good
ribbon Is about as fresh and whole
Physical Condition and Indue
THAT LFTTfiR
as a battle flag in a museum. Tbe
Good Work In Dairy.
mechanism generally Is decrepit, and
H
limps heavily through tbe affairs of
A good deal of corn I put Into the
state only under tbe severest presisilo every year before It Is properly
dential goading. Mr. Wilson admits
matured.
This year this Is parties
It Is far from faultless, but be likes it.
larly true. Early frost, or fear of beand he is very proud of tbe fact that
ing overtaken by it has Induced
it ha no hyphen.
many farmers to cut tbelr corn whllo
You couldn't get a typewritten
It bad little but stalks, the ears being
quite undeveloped. This often makes line out of the president on any machine but thl one not even with a dark
the poor
acid silage and cows do not do as well lantern and a jimmy. White House humorist say he has
old thing so long he has developed a personal attachment for It If so, that
on It as they would on
I
tbe only valuable attachment it ha.
corn.
For years and year the ancient machine has endured professorial, auWhere a man has to feed this kind
of ensilage he ought to be careful not thorial and presidential peeking. And pocking Is right, for Mr. Wilson I a
In tbe great and glorious land of
to give too much at a feeding. A disciple of the Hunt system, or forefinger hesitation.
Wherefore It may be said that this Is the only typewriter that ever bad the free one bas to pay for the drink
mall ration of this tender corn will
In order to got a wback at the tree
be eaton with great relish, there being tbe distinction of having hesitated with a president.
The low, rakish form of this ancient, rusty friend of the president re- lunch.
practically no waste. To balance the
ration and furnish a satisfying meal poses in his library. They understand each other's Idiosyncrasies and eccenTf yoo wih beautiful,
clear white
there should be as much bay given a tricities and they stand together at any time to battle submarines, blockades
clothes, oas Red Croa Bag Blue. At all
the cow will eat up clean, not at the of neutral port or a a oh, any darned thing.
good grocers. Adv.
same time as the ensilage Is fed, but
at another time of day. Then, too,
Wo Proof.
Lively Campaign for Trade in China "What a cheerful
some ground feed will go very well Starting
man be I."
to supplement still further the unbalIndeed. You can't tell him a
"Ye.
ma
snare
a
in
aggressive campaign to obtain for American Business
anced ration provided In the corn.
ANdevelopment of the enormous resources of China has been planned by bard luck story that will rob him of
This should not be especially laxahi smile."
tive In Its nature; the cows are get- the departments of state and commerce. The plan contemplates the develop
ting laxative food enough in the en- ment of an American vested Interest
It 8ure Would.
silage. Cornmeal seems a good foed; In China that will insure to the United
"I have here an Invention whlcu. If
country's
of
a
share
that
fulr
ground
or
oats make a rich ration. States
universally adopted.' would put an and
Such a plan of feeding ought to keep foreign trade and be powerful enough
to the horrors of war."
corapli
In
tbe
the cows In good physical condition to take care of itself
"You don't say sol Wbat Is Itr
hand-raise-

and enable them to do good work In cated political end commercial situation there.
the dairy.
The schema was developed by
Paul S. Reinsert, minister to China;
FEEDING CALVES SOUR MILK
Julian H. Arnold, commercial attache
at Peking, and Dr. Edwa.J E. Pratt,
Experiment of Department of Agrleul. chief of the bureau of foreign and
tur Show Scour Are Due to
Mr. Kelnsch
domestic commerce.
Uncleanly Condition.
brought to Washington a urogram framed by himself and Mr. Arnold, wnicn
was submitted to Doctor Pratt, Secretary Lansing, and other officials. It
By recent experiment the depart was generally Indorsed, and tbe bureau of foreign and domestic commerce
ment of agriculture seems to show baa already begun work along the lines suggested. Mr. Arnold will return to
that scours are not due to sour milk the United States this winter and tour the country to secure capital ior in
but to uncleanly conditions.
If the vestment In China.
milk is not allowed to stand for any
State denartment officials have been watching commercial conditions in
great length of time and not allowed China since the recent granting of extensive special privileges demanded by
to become unclean It is as nourishing Jaoan. No political steps have beou taken to obtain concessions or privilege.
to the young calf as sweet sklm milk for Americans, however, and the policy of the government ha been stead
and as rapid gains were made In one fastly against commercial politic such as other nation have employed in
case as In the other.
China. The plan now p.oposed will. It is expected, develop an American inIt was further shown that sudden terest there which will be powerful enough to meet the competition of other
changes from sweet to sour and from nations.
sour to sweet made no apparent
Doctor Pratt pointed out that American capital was piling np as a result
change In the calf, although the calf of the European war. and that vast sums of idle money are available for Inwas only a few days old. It wa
vestment. The bureau expects to take advantage of every opportunity now
found by experiment, however, that offered in China and to have an American Interest strongly Intrenched there
sour milk doe not prove so favorable at tbe close of the war.
'
In winter as in summer.
Work In the desired direction has already been begun by agent of tbe
commerce bureau In the United States, and several New England business
GUERNSEYS GIVE MOST MILK men are now in China closing contract for the Installation of American
machinery in lotton mills built under Chinese government supervision.
Average Butt erfat Test. Will Not
Range as High as Jerseys There
Lot
Know
White House Social
Is No Best Breed.

Secretary Must

It Is Quite probable that Guernsey
will average a little larger In milk
production than Jersey but their average fat test will not range quite as
high. As to which breed produces
the most butterfat, that is a conteu- -

Flowers for All Ages.
The rich little maid will march from
her cradlo to her grave through a continuous avenue of flowers. The rich
little boy will go through life accumulating florists' bills as a result of IL
IT.- -.
When baby is born flowers from all
mother's friends. Her first birthday
brings a showor of flowers and at
every birthday after that until she
readies the time when she no longer
elebrates them, more flowers.
As a debutante she Is a social bud
snrtounded by several wngonloads of
Guernsey Cow.
fowers. When a bride she Is very
nearly smothered In tho boxes sent tion we must leave with breed enthufrom the florists, and so on until fin- siasts, says a writer in an exchange.
Considerable proof can bo adduced
ally her cofllu is entirely bidden by
by both sides, but in the final analysis
Cowers.
the question resolves Itself Into a
choice of Individuals within the breed
Cutting It Short.
'Judge, I wished to make, affidavit and their development, due considerathat I killed a snake Inst week that tion being given to the buyer's perwas nine feet long. I killed this snake sonal preferences and opportunities
in a field back of my barn. I killed of purchase of good individuals.
We would hesitate to dispose of a
It with a hoe which I purchased in
good producing herd of one breed and
the Bprlng of 1910. I was born"
'Hold on," yelled the J. P. "You replace It with another without giving
needn't mako the afllduvit as long as the matter most careful thought. The
tho pesky reptile." Louisville Cour disposition of the milk, the prices the
surplus animals will bring, and the
cost of making the change should be
fully considered.
Improved Type of Cars.
Cars of a new type, with a capacity
of 70 tons, are being placed In service RECORD KEEPING PAYS WELL
by the Pennsylvania (or hauling pipe
of the National Tube company, 770.0UO Everything Must Be Determined in
pounds having recently been shipped
Light of Scales, Babcock Test and
on these for export, consigned to the
Cost of Production.
I'nlted Stntps Steel Products com.
pany for tho Oil Well Supply
Before the results of modern herd
records wern known, dairy cattle
were admitted to the herd books, and
Would Change Fiscal Year.
bought and sold, chiefly on their outMost of the American railways, acward appearances.
There whs no
cording to a recent investigation, are standard by which to determine the
In favor of changing the fiscal year
A
relation of form to production.
from June 30 to December 30. Among
cow was the one which
10
2
roads, operating 271.857 miles of brought the most money. What conrallwny. only 17 per cent. It Is stated,
stituted such a cow was largely a matvoted to maintain the present arrange- ter of opinion or prejudice.
ment.
With the Introduction of herd records opinions came to be valued In
Important Russian Line.
direct proportion to one's understandA railroad, about Ave hundred mllei ing
of the relation of form to produclong, has Just been completed which
tion. Everything must be determined
will serve the richest mining and ag
in the light of the scales, the Babcock
ricultural regions of Siberia.
test and lb cost of milk production.

..
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It is now conceded by physicians th
the kidneys should have more atteatioa
rethey control tbe other organs to
markable degree and do a treroendou
sroount of work in removing the poison
and waste matter from the system by
filtering the blood.
The kidneys should receive aome assistance when needed. We take lees
ercie, drink less water and often eat more
kid-nerkh. heavy food, thereby forcing the into do more work than nature
tended. Evidence of kidney trouble, suca
as lame back, annoying bladder trouble,
smarting or burning, brickdust or aedi-men- t.
rheumatism,
sallow complexion,
maybe weak or irregular heart action,
help
warni you that your kidpeys require trouimmediately to avoid more senoue
ble.
An Ideal herbal compound that has had
kidney and
most remarkable succeae aa
bladder remedy ia Dr. Kilmer'e Swamp-Roo- t.
There is nothing else like it. I
is Dr. Kilmer's prescription need In pri-vat-e
practice and it ia sure to benefit yon.
Get a buttle from your druggist.
However, If yon wiah first to teat this
arret preparation send ten eents to Dr.
Kilmer a Co., Binghamton. N. Y br
sample bottle. When writing be aiir and
mention this paper. Adv.
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Children Cry for Fletcher's CastorU
Woman' Part In Wan
Jenny wa aent out to play with her
brother Harry and hi companion.
"Oh. you can't play," aald Harry.
"Mother said I could," replied Jenny, beginning to cry.
"But we are playing war end we
are soldiers and we are going to hav
a battle and you can't play because
you can't be a soldier," explained
Harry,
Jenny sobbed In dlsappolntn-ent- .
Harry found the way ouL
"All right." be said to hi playmate. "We'll let her bawl a much
a she wa. ts to and she can be the
widow and orphans "

a

appolntement of a new social secretary at the White House ha served
THE direct attention to the important dutie of thl "official," about whom
o little ia usually beard and yet who wield a remarkable power in directing the social affair of the adminis
tration.
It Is generally acknowledged In
Washington that the new social secretary, M!ss Edith Benham, a daughter
of the late Rear Admiral Benham, has
brought to the post qualifications
which ought to InBure the success of
tho social regime of tbe new mistress
of the White House.
FirBt, the social secretary at the
White House must be a lady born and
bred. She must have bad experience
in Washington society and have learned that it i an unpardonable offense
to admit the wlfo of a United States senator to step in or be seated at a
table before tbe wife of an ambassador. She must know all the rules of
precedence down to the dotting of the "I s" and the crossing of the "t's". She
must be a woman who will never forget that no one may properly precede
an auibaspndor and his wife except the president of the United State, the
vice president and the member of the cabinet and their wives.
Not only must this question of precedence be thoroughly understood by
the social secretary in Washington, but she must also know each and every
individual In the wealthy resident and unofficial circle. It I necessary for
the invltati-jlist maker to know the personnl and social standings of all
whom her employer may meet or from whom she may receive calls.
The social secretary at tho White House has charge of the social mall
and the visiting lists. She opens ant rrp'les to every formal note, and after
conference with the mistress ot the White House accept whatever engagements sho thinks should be accepted and sends regrets to those hor judgment
dictates she should reject. Sometimes it has been said that the White House
soclul secretary stretches bcr ingenuity a little and manipulates the dates and
engagements of the first lady ol the land so that she may accept those which
ure considered especially desirable and turn down the others.

gunpowder."

Pays to Advertise.
Churches In New York renllcs the
groat advantages of advertising, end
besides using the columns of the dally
papers In tbelr
work and
electric signs and crosses on their edifices they send out solicitors, nieu and
women, to help swell Ihnlr congregations and enlarge tholr Buiiday schools.
Hut 'the most daring chuicb "ad" is
that of Rev. Dr. Fred Wlnslow Adnms,
pastor of fit Andrew's Methodist
Episcopal church. He decided to deliver a series of sermon on "Love
Stories From the Bible," for which he
had an artist draw a fotchlng poster
of two lovers when the moon drop
low.
Thousands of copies In blues,
browns and orange tints were distributed and in addition the pictures were
printed In the newspapers as "paid
nmtter." Since the minister began to
exploit the "Love Stories" his congregations have more than doubled.
Which again demonstrates that It pay
to advertise.
soul-savin-

'

THE VERY TIME
When Powerful Food I Moat Needed.
The need of delicate yot nutrition
food I never felt so keenly as when a
convalescent get a set back on account of weak stomach. Then I when
Grape-Nu- t
shows It power for It I a
most aclentiflo and easily digested
food.

"About a year ago," write a Kanaaa
woman, "my little
niece
left the invigorating aut buoyant air
of Kansas, where all her life she bad
enjoyed fairly good health, to live In
Ohio. She naturally bad a change ot
Guard
Exploded diet and of course a change of water,
No
and somehow (he contracted typhoid
Is a man who stands guard near the entrance to the ground at fever.
THERE Vwrcon. and while hi name may not be Jones, still again It may
"After a long siege her case seemed
He was attending hopeless, doctors gave her up, and ah
be Jones. s" Jane It must be until further information
was noihing but skin and bones,
strictly to his own business one day
couldn't eat anything and for weekaw,
not long ago, when an Englishman of
HFobn did not know even her father or moth-- "
most pronounced type entered the
THIS
r. Her parent. In trying to get somer--m. i v
gate. Mr. tones is used to having won ii
WHOLE
thing delicate and nourishing that sb
people thrlded as they set foot upon
counrflY
could eat. finally hit upon Urape-Nu- t
that sacred soil, hut this Englishman
rnon
food and It turned out to be Just lb
dIJ not display the least sign of a
fncuKti
thing.
thrill. Ho u.ikej at Jones and asked:
'She seemed to relish It, ws
noo
"What is there to be seen here,
conscious of ber surroundings and bemy man?"
gan to gain strength to rapidly that
Now,
t. Jones Is exceedingly disIn a short time ah
wa as well, playpleased wncn spoken to In that tasn-lon- .
ful and robust as If she bad never
ana Drobarlv showed it In nis re
111.
ply, which was that some ot the hedges or boxwood wer very ancltnt. Tin been
"W all feet that Orapo-Nut- s
wa
burly Brltcn moved on and looked things over n the garden. It wasn't long
before be returned to Mr. Jones, and. fixing bit stolid gaze upon that warden the predominating factor In saving
the sweet little girl's life."
ot the sacred soil, made free to remark:
Name lven by Poatum Co Battle
"Why, 1 see Sir. Washington got these boi trees from England."
Creek. Mich.
Jones ew.iioae.
m ttrmma
arttrrt A w
" 'as, ana
wni mora, he got this wbul country tram England. Good

It Is

Wonder That
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WORKS Pi GARY
Florence

Spent

Patton, Writes of Day
Educational
Institutions.

in Model
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WORK ALL PLAY FOR PUPILS

vOs'

Bar

Family 8pirlt Is the Strong Feature
of the System Teacher Is Like
Mother of Flock Grown Ups
Attend Night Schools.

'

'
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By FLORENC'E
Chicago A day iu

This squad of Italian soldiers had been in ambush in the ruined farmhouse and was photographed as It charged
upon a detachment of Austrian on scouting duty. The Austrians were all captured.
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BELGRADE
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PATTON.
the Gury (Ind.)
schools and a half hour with William
A. Wirt, educatioiul wizard, has just
been my privilege.
The day begun at eight and ended
at live, the regular school period of
a Uary child, and I came away tilled
with an almost reverent admiration for
this quiet, simple mun of accomplish
I
could understand why his
mcnt.
revolution ol (iary schools had urged
his mi uio fur superintendent of Chicago schools to succeed Mrs. Young, and
why New York city bugged bis advice
to the tuna ot Sio.uuu, recently.
Standing In the warm family utmos-plierof this (Jury model pluce. I know
that I had tinted the stereotyped school
day; the stllT standing shoulder to
shoulder In line to march to class; the
everlusting sameness of that morning
assembly; the clung of the bell; ttio
depression of that watch upon whts
pering I alwuys did have so much
to say to Mary or Sadie or Rose ;

the
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This photoRraph. one of the first taken at llclgrodo since the orrupattnii of that city by the Uerraans, shows
florman and Auatrlun soldiers on the docks working to expedite the shipment of groat quantities of war material to
Constantinople.
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diu nt'west leupirutor
bv the French nrniv to conilint the
gas clouds of the Ucriuuns This ap
paratus fin omimo tno men to cnarKe
through the thickest clouds of poison
gas without the feast difficulty.
u.t

Red Cross hospital established
region known as "the labyrinth."
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window that offended by its stark oblong, h.id been changed to stained glass
and Its casing was made in tho shops
At the Froebul school by the way.
all the tallies and chairs, the cupboards and cases, were made by the
hoys. A boy working iu the shop gets
his time card and Is paid 60 cents an
hour. At the end ot llio week, ho is
given a check which he deposits in tho
school bank and when he has saved
ISO ha lias nuido a credit toward graduation.
Aloof Dignity of a Teller.
I went Into tho bank, which Is ri a
by the pupils and one of the clerks,
a boy of about sixteen, showed me
around. He had all the aloof dlgnltv
of the teller. He unbent a bit to tel'
me thliigB, but when I Inadvertently
wondered whether I could borrow ten
dollars or fifteen dollars he froze
again. I could monkey In the zoology
class, It appeared, but not In the bunk
Uy the way. there is a renl zoo at
tho school, the tenderer members are
Inside and the tougher ones outside.
Cy De Vry of the Lincoln park ron.
Chicago, has sent them a pair of liawkr
ami there lire foxes and coyotes and
hens and pheasants and groundhogs,
and thero waa a bear. Hut he sickened
and was sent away. None of the
shows the slightest animosity toward the children. Both pupils und
animals have been trained to an un
durstundliig of each other. The hoys
may go Into the foxes' cage and pot
them and tho coyotes yowl Jealously.
"We teach no sex hygleno here.'1
said the zoology timelier, "but In our
classes the approaching motherhood of
a guinea pig and the birth of baby rab
tills, and so forth, are tuken quite as
a matter of course."
I'd Hi e to have lingered longer In
the zoo, the Inner one particularly,
where I became an Interested pupil
myself. The teucher has a skunk
there, deodorized, and in process of
turning She .claims that skunks are
fast displacing the Angora cut as a pet,
and those who have tried them say
are more playful than kittens
Kvery teacher In the Gary schools Is
a specialist. Classes visit her room
give
for what she can particularly
th-i-

WILL NURSE

.

i

I

suburb of Gorki, the Austrian stronghold which has
Bcene In Dkberdo,
bettn long tiammered by the great guns of the Italian army.

The strategy of Vice Admiral Kanln,
who commands ttio Russian fleet in
the Baltic, has prevented the Germans from landing near Riga and
capturing that Important seaport

LEPERS

s

dug-out-

them
Thus their Interest Is stimumind
lated by tho expression of
skilled in one especial subject. Instead
of dulled by the smattering
drieducss of the grade teacher's
Imperfect equipment.
Grown Ups Attend School.
The question of lighting reminds
It Is estime of the evening classes.
mated tliut some 10,000 people are Instructed dully in Gary, for the school
are open to men and women until nine
at night, for any line of work they
choose to follow. In the art craft
room I saw some of the silver work ot
a woman who Intends making use of
the teaching for a livelihood.
This interest of the paronts Is one
of the particularly wlso points In the
wine administration of Mr. WlrL In a
mill city such as Gary the children
frequently are taken out of school a
fourteen and put to work.
Getting the parents to come to
school Is stimulating thnlr Intorcst In
keeping the children there And as
fur as the children's volition Is concerned, they are not dashing for the
school exit by any means.
Tho Kmurson school has shout 800
pupils. With its careful scattering ot
cluss work and pluy time It could
mora. The Froebel has
l.'.uiu duy pupils and more thun that at
night. I saw a glr! In the cobbler's
shop there mending her Bhoe under the
amused eyes of her Instructor.
"She wanted to know how," said the
cobbler teacher, "and bo I let her. Lots
of tho girls come to class here."
school, too.
I went to the Jeffurson
the llrst school pus. up by the steel
mills peoplo when they assayed Hie
fund waste and nulled It Gary. Mr.
Wirt speedily mud an attic Into a
gymnasium, put In his special teachers and equipped hu playgiound, and,
barring the elderly aspect of the place.
It is us model as ur.y.
For the model ol the Gary school
copsists of opportunity, extravagant
opportunity for wnk and play, work
made Into play. And the running coats
no more thun in any other city, proportionately, while the "attractions''
are far ahead iu number and In the
method In which they are presented.
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Fight Battles in 8leep, 8ay Fearsome
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was so comfy to lounge a hit I could
think better) and all the rest of it that
still endures and irks a child unmorcl
lully.
How enn thn grade teacher with her
smattering of Information expect to
compete in interesting a child, with
tutor, who, through specializing, in
thorough Introspective, Intuitive anu
resourceful?
II Isn't the grade teacher who is to
blame. It's the system.
It came over me so suddenly, so refreshingly In the Kmnrson trip, that
1 confess
I was rattled
when William
of schools of
A Wirt, superintendent
Clary, said lie was ready for a talk.
"What !s It: What is It about this
place that fits one 111; j a rocking chulr.
made to order?" I wanted to know.
And the quiet answer came put; "It's
the family spirit."
No Overworked Children.
I mentioned the long period from
eight until five o'clock. Let nobody imagine there are overworked children in
the (iary schools. Primarily, the extri
two hours from three to five, are
meant to keep the boy and girl out of
the street It is a crime, according
to Mr Wirt, to let those two hours be
wasted, when they can be put In witn
Interesting play in the school.
For there Is no work in the Gary
schools It is all play, meant to be so.
And by the appearance of the children,
you know this to bp so. The Kmer-son- ,
like the bigger Kroehel school, accommodates the high school pupils
the grade children and the kindergartens, all at the same time. Again It ts
tho family idea. The younger ones
have constantly before them the example of the older children.
For Instance, n kindergarten room
may be placed next to the botany roi in
How the
or the physics laboratory.
big eyes stare Into those more dignl-liequarters, how the little Imaginations plan to reach there some day'
And I saw a high school pupil racing
along a corridor with a little lad in
tow. when classes changed one hour.
As to changing there is not set order, no rule, no stiff lining up In clam
and out, pupils are not subjected to the
Th
constant "Sli!" admonishment.
teacher Is more like the mother of
the Hock or thn hlg sister, and down In
tho shops the hoys appear to be work
Ing with father.
It is Just becalm-therare no set. prisonlike rules, thai
there Is no noise and no disorder.
Soma Group Always Playing.
Ami some group Is playing all of
the time. There nre about live acres
of playground about the school and a
wading pool and garden for the spring
And the auditorium,
anil summer
gymnasiums and swimming pool are
seldom empty Some group Is always
playing. When one of three group
returns lo: arithmetic or drawing, an
other group foes out to romp or lo
music in the auditorium or down to the
eitv market. And things arc so ar
ranged Hint if the parents of a child
so desire, a plav hour may lie put In at
thn family church for religious ins'.ruc-titiThe churches huve coopi-ruiewith Mr Wirt in this.
i'eeping into the class rooms I saw
arithmetic pupils sitting about as thev
pleased, wh.spering If they chose, tin it
dllng objects freely.
In the shops
in most cases, presided over by a
union man by the way nobody appeared to be InttrurtPd by the liistruc
tor alone. A boj appeared to be learn
Ing forae work, for Instance, as well
by consulting with a mors advanced
student, as from the tiacher.
In drawing class, seventh graders
were lined up at easels wltb lourtb
graders and one btgb school boy was
working there with charcoal.
This
whole room by the way. had been
painted by the palutlng boys, bad been
lenciiad and tilled In by others; a

Severe winter has alreudy set In on the Dolomite Alps, and the Austrian
and Italian warriors are lighting lu the snow, and probably will be for the
of Ausnext live months. The photogrupb shows the
trian troops in one of the pusses.

r

in

London. landladies
of lodging
houses near by the ru road terminal
such as Victoria and Waterloo are becoming dlllldt nt about taking In soldiers just back from tbe front, particularly those who have participated
In the recent fighting around Loos.
The landladies bay the poor soldiers light the terrible battle over
nguin In their Bleep and the shrieks
and hysteria are enough to ohako the
strongest nerves.
Many of the men who took part
in the engagement are afflicted with
the most turriblo of ureums and
slush and kill the Hun
to the terror of ull the other lodgers.
Figures are unobtainable, but the
cases of nervous breakdowns during
lie last f i
weeks bavu reached a
high figure
Kvoii olllcers have been affected, and
men who huve stood up under the
strain since tho earlv days of the war
say that the sights mitng the recent
offensive are too 'rrlhlo for mention.
MAYORS CUT THEIR SALARIES
Joseph Chamberlain's Son Takes Only
Half of $5,003 as Executive
of Birmlngha.-n-

.

London.-Pe- nt
on showing thnlr willingness to do their share in practicing
national economy several of the mayMiss Mary Chemielewska. a beautilui ors of provincial English
cities have
New York girl, has entered a convent consented to a
substantial reduction
in
Ht Svrucuse. N. Y., fur Instruction
in their salnries. Neville Chamberlain,
nursing. She intends to go to Ha son of Joseph Chamberlain, in the rewpllnn Islunds to nurse and cure for
cent elections wa? made lord mayor
ti e lepers on the dcjolate Molokai Is of Hirmlnghara. wltb a salary
of
land, the settlement made fumous by
ItiBtead of the usual S'l.ilOU
Father Danilen.
Dr. Charles O'Hrien Harding, mayor
of Bastbourne. haa accepted a salary
Bargain Marriage Day.
of $'.'.".0. instead of $l.r00
Hetcr Zorger. seventy,
Masslllim.
Sells Bible Printed In 1754.
of this city, a Civil war veteran, and
Ind. Forced
throutja
ol
Kvansville.
Miss Verdi Kittlnger. twenty-seven- ,
West Hrooklleld. appeared at the office financial difficulties to part with ner
treasure. Mrs
of Justice of the Peace C. H. Wiseman moat cherished
Kohl or No. yog Blankenberg
and offered him s II bill and a marriage license. Tbe marriage was a street, sold aa old Bible to Mayor
sale held by lo- llenjamln lloosae. Tbe lllble wss pubfeature ol a dollar-daIt la a Martin Lalished In 1764.
cal merchants.
Justice Wiseman bad announced be ther translation and I yellow with
aga.
would marry all couples (or f i.
ti,-.",0-

b

NEW YEAR RIGHT

START THE
By Buying

at Home and helping to keep prosperity in Clovis.
patronizing the following:

FREE DELIVERY

LODGE DIRECTORY

Watches, Diamonds, Silverware,
Cut Glass, Hand Painted China,
JEWELRY

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night
at Masonic Hall.

L. mi

...Visit Our New Store...

r, W. M.

hJSJ

For Clean, Fresh. Staple Articles in Groceries, we are
headquarters. Our facilities for serving you are absolutely perfect: If you are not a patron, try us.

A.

R. B.

Stf.i.ton, N.

McFarlin's Grocery

Vegetables. Fruits,
Produce, etc.

A. L. Gurley Go.

No. 31

Broom Corn Brokers

Meets every ThurFday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton, Secretary.

G.

Clovis Phone
CLOVIS,

No. 1244.

WATCH
THIS SPACE

Fritz

H. R.

B.

every 2nd a 4th Wednesday' night
in Woodmen

vvis Council

At Bargain Prices.
lllxt

Door to

No.

H. BELL

t:iovi3 National Bank

.

"EV

"SVH--

A- -

t

TI"N

PrnetriHii Hall

B. M. BrizcMidinn.

R.

WALKER, Proprietor

A niw line of Pickles, Rolimes
Bottled G'mJs. Phono 123.

Fish and Oysters.

Rsi

and

KING IN DRUGS"

ARANTEED OR YOUR MOXE'f REFUNDED"

G!

;o )"S.

KODAKS, TALKING MACHINES, INDi W'

FARWELL.

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables

770.

A.

T

Y

!

J.

Cl'""k.

Praetorians

4th Monday nights at

nil

'

-

WALKER'S MARKET

Hall.

E. H.

Li

PORTALES,

We sell Groceries and soicit your
Patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Ca Phone 29.
Prices. - - -

W. 0. W. No. 36.
MISFIT SUITS, PANTS, ODD
COATS and OVERCOATS

-

A. B. Austin, Prop.

Herod. Secretary.

Whitetower Lodge.
Mi.-el-

MELROSE,

The Model Grocery

at Elks Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.

.loh.

31)2.

WAREHOUSES

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.
Meets

We buy and
ship hogs.

J. Whiting. Secretary.

Cli. Lodge LO.O.F.

3U

7.

Meats of All Kinds

e

P. A.

PHONE

Central Meat Go.

'iiSBXBBk Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40.

Everything new and
nt MONEY SAVING
PRICES. You lose if you don'., see our stock before
buying;. Expert repairing and diamond sotting.
Leepy Building.
DENHOF JEWELRY CO.

Start 1916 right by

f

JURIOS. SOUVENIRS.

BOOKS, STATIONERY.

CUT GLASS.

IVORY,

ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

Telephone 58.

KaJL Store

TJia

W. II. IH'CKWORTIl. Owner.

n

Wcdeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered fr

i

I

"

us in

(ur line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is gent with the order.

-

Rutu Reporter

All Car Owners

' . t r :p K that
Grandma Sheridan is convalescent.
J. T. Stout and J. G. Griffia
wont to Clevis Tnurs iay.
Fraiik H irrrii has tie.?ii doing
We a.

Know This Garage
We Do All Kinds of Repair Work
I

We overhaul your car when it get
cranky and guarantee all magneto and
work.
We save you money on tires and other
supplies by paying the transportation
charges ourselves.
self-start-

1

some c jr,jt3.it-j- r

er

ior Bud

.vor.t

Sheridan tnia week.
Prof. Thomas and family spent
Christmas at Clovis with Mr.
Thomas' parents,
Quit Williams, of Grady, and
Miss Grace Giles wero married

Mrs.

!

WE ARE FULLY EQUIPPED FOR
ALL KINDS OF AUTO WORK.

Mission Garage
D. W. KING,

Prop.

G. V. STEED
Undertaker

&

day.
day.
Bud Sheridan is on the sick list
We had the pleasure of having
this week.
.
Etchison preach to us again
Mr. Barkley visited Hulbne last Sunday.
Thursduy.
A party of young folks called
C. Giitlis is hauling lumoer on Letkia Tremble Sunday
J.
B
ts build an addition to his house.
ft
Mrs. Brasher spent the day
Pete Pelliteer and Tom Hollis
are building granrits getting with Mrs, Si'ns Tuesday.
ready for threshing.
Mrs. Dea yours entertained the
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Stout and Junior class at dinner Sunday.
Miss Jessie Harris took dinner
A number of young folks of
.
...
.
W
L'
i ui
iiiu Trailer eiieniiuii iiuuic Clovis attended the party at Mr.
I

38.

Day

Embalmer
Night Phone 11

1 do not charge for examining if you think they seed an
patients at my Office. Bring in amination.
Dr. II. R. Gibson.
the children during the holidays

i

I

I

L.

Mott's.
Mr.
Mr. Gilliland's
Sherwood and family, arrived
from Texas and expect to make
this their home.
We wish to correct the error
Fairfield Facts
we made in the last report. The
Aunt Nora Blairia on the sick little daughter of Mr. Smith, of
Shiloh did not have diphtheria.
list
Daniel Boone came out and
I tell the news as it is told to
spent Christmas vacation With me.
home folks.
Little Cricket.
Christmas.
Quite a number of the Ruth
people attended the Christmas
tree at Grady.
Grandpa

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Phone

.'

ex-

is

,

,

OUR

BANK

YOUR BANK

Lincoln Locals

Mott gave a party in
her niece. Miss Lora
of
honor
Mr. Harris and Mrs. Rjbinson Bennef, who has just arrived
attended the Cmmmas tree at from Oklahoma.
T
J.. ., .....U
A number of the Lincolnites
J. II. Oit went to Ciovis Thurs- were shopping in Clovis Monin Clovis Monday.

!

and

Tom
Houston
eve
Christmas
Vaughn eame in
from Texas, where they have
been working.
Rv. J. II. Shepard is I) preach
at Fairfield the firs Sunday of
each month.
T. A. Boone spnt Christmas
with his family.
Aimon Landon is improving
his place.
Claud

Deposit your money with us.
draws interest.

It is safe and

Pay your bills by check. It is safe, convenient,
businesslike, and each canceled check is a receipt.
Negotiate your loans from us. Approved security will get you nny amount you want at
modest interest.
Substantial men own this bank; substantial
men are its depositors; substantial men have
mad j it what it is and will m ike it greater.
This bank wants YOU in the ranks of its substantial friends. It is YOUR bank in theory
make it so in practice.

son-in-la-

First National Bank
We Give the News Vhile It is News

i

